CIE overview

Customer Immersion Experience
The Customer Immersion Experience (CIE) is a Microsoft Office Division (MOD) program and one of Microsoft’s most
successful sales tool to help accelerate platform sales and deployment for the Microsoft Office Division stack.
The CIE is currently available in more than 130 Microsoft locations worldwide. In addition, the CIE is also heavily leveraged
by the Microsoft partner ecosystem with more than 60 active today. Notably, two of the partners (Perifel from Mexico and
Victrix from Canada) were recognized at the recently concluded WPC 2011 as "Partner of the Year" thanks to their
innovative adoption of CIE and the resulting impact to their business.
How does it work?
• CIE is a facilitated hands-on experience (not a demo or presentation) where business and IT decision makers testdrive the Microsoft productivity platform
• The latest version of the CIE platform (3.0) includes Office 365, Office, Exchange, SharePoint, Lync, Project, Visio,
Windows 7, Windows Phone 7, CRM 2011 and System Center
• The CIE environment has been created with fictitious data (including SharePoint sites, email threads, contact
names, BI databases, customer data) so customers navigate through a simulated “day in the life” of a business
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Why should I use CIE?
• To accelerate opportunities and reduce cost of sales
• To reengineer the customer buying vision, by taking the conversation from a product specific discussion to a
platform discussion
When should I use CIE?
• New and renewal of EAs
• In compete situations with Google Apps, Cisco, IBM & Open Office
• Most effective when used early in the sales cycle (around 20%); however, it can also be used to minimize the need for
expensive proof of concept engagements (generally at the 60% of the sales cycle)
For more information
• Microsoft internal, visit http://CIE
• Partners, visit http://www.MicrosoftCIE.com
• Send email to thecie@microsoft.com
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"A day in the life" at Contoso
Work Smarter with the Future of Productivity
Delivery Time: 3-4 hours
Objective: This business productivity scenario is designed to let participants experience the entire Microsoft productivity
platform in the context of a typical business situation at a fictitious company, Contoso.
Summary: The activities in this story represent a day in the life of the characters at work during a busy period. Karen
along with her fellow Contoso employees will be keeping up with email, responding to a sales request and finding people
and information in order to effectively analyze data. Simultaneously, she will be communicating and collaborating with
co-workers on a sales proposal before creating a presentation and taking their work on the road.

Sales Consideration: All sections and topics need to be tied to the end-to-end business Microsoft productivity solution.
The focus is not on technology but on the functionality that can improve communication, collaboration, and efficiencies
in an organization, and therefore save the company time and money.
Technical Consideration: Follow the instructions in the Technical Setup section to properly set up the CIE environment
and prepare for a customer session.
Structure: CIE 3.0 is structured as a story with 6 chapters. The storyline graphic below is the recommended approach on
how the CIE should be delivered. CIE 3.0 also has 3 optional story supplements that can be leveraged for a deeper
conversation around ECM, BI, and Project & Portfolio management.
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Be productive on the go
Delivery Time: 10-20 minutes
Objective:
• Experience how to effectively manage personal and work-related email, calendar and documents from anywhere
with Windows Phone 7.
• Learn about unique benefits of Office mobile, including mobile access to up-to-date documents.
Summary: Participants will manage email, personal and work appointments, and review documents stored in their
SharePoint mobile workspace.
.

Technical Considerations: The Windows Phone 7 device will require Wi-Fi access. Instructions for the setup and
configuration of the device can be found in the Technical Guide.

If you are planning to use only one WP7 in the environment, consider utilizing a Macro Webcam like IPEVO Point 2 View
USB Document Camera to make it easier for the participants to follow (see more information in the Hardware
Recommendations section in the Appendix).
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View and respond to important emails
Delivery Time: 3-5 minutes

Objective: Showcase the ability to manage email on the go.
Summary: During this part of the scenario, participants will watch the facilitator use the Windows Phone 7 to handle
calendar and email items. The facilitator should pass the phone to participants to use on their own as well.
Technical Considerations: The Windows Phone 7 device will require Wi-Fi access. Instructions for the setup and
configuration of the device can be found in the Technical Guide.
In order to show the meeting conflicts and Karen's personal calendar items shown in this section, setup of a Hotmail
account is required. Instructions for the setup and additional details can be found in the Technical Guide.
If you are planning to use only one WP7 in the environment, consider utilizing a Macro Webcam like IPEVO Point 2 View
USB Document Camera to make it easier for the participants to follow (see more information in the Hardware
Recommendations section in the Appendix).

Karen wakes up in the morning and the first thing she does is look at her phone.
Her Windows Phone 7 allows her to stay productive and socially connected
while on the go or away from the office.
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Engage Point:
How do your mobile devices
currently support your
business?

Karen turns on her phone and from her lock screen she can see her next
appointment - dropping off her kids at 8:00 am.

Talking Point:
Windows Phone 7 brings
together best-in-class
productivity with Outlook
and Office Mobile. Office
Mobile will help you:
• Stay productive without
your PC- email,
calendaring, and the
best Office applications.
• Capturing ideas and
notes on the goOneNote
• Participating and
collaborating on the
go-Native SharePoint
document collaboration
and PowerPoint
Broadcast.

Karen swipes up to enter the start screen. She sees that the Outlook tile
indicates several new messages.

Karen taps the Outlook tile to access the inbox. Here, she can easily review
unread, flagged, or urgent messages by simply swiping left.
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Compete Note:
Android® does not have the
functionality to sort by
unread/flagged/important.

While reviewing her messages, Karen sees an email from her manager Julian Isla
regarding a customer named A. Datum.

Compete Note:
iPhone® differentiators:

Time saving email
management - Select
multiple messages and apply
actions for example, adding a
flag, deleting or marking as
unread, or moving to another
email folder to the selection.
Smart filtering - With
filtering, users can pivot
easily to unread, highpriority, or flagged messages.

She wants to follow up on this message when she gets to the office, so she flags
the email for follow up by tapping and holding the message and selecting the
set flag option.

Engage Point:
How do you see the features
you just saw fitting into your
business processes?
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(If Karen needs to flag multiple messages, she can do so by selecting the
checkbox to the left of each message she wants to flag. She can then select the
set flag option for all selected messages).

The message flag she set from her phone will now sync (via Active Sync) to the
Outlook client in her office as well as OWA, so she can follow up from her office
or anywhere else.
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Manage multiple calendars easily
Delivery Time: 3-5 minutes

Objective: Showcase the ability to manage calendar appointments on the go.
Summary: During this part of the scenario, participants will watch the facilitator use the Windows Phone 7 to handle
calendar and email items. The facilitator should pass the phone to participants to use on their own as well.
Technical Considerations: The Windows Phone 7 device will require Wi-Fi access. Instructions for the setup and
configuration of the device can be found in the Technical Guide.
If you are planning to use only one WP7 in the environment, consider utilizing a Macro Webcam like IPEVO Point 2 View
USB Document Camera to make it easier for the participants to follow (see more information in the Hardware
Recommendations section in the Appendix).

In her inbox, Karen sees a meeting request from her manager Julian Isla.
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Engage Points:
How do your employees
currently handle work
calendars while offsite?

Karen opens the meeting request from Julian and is notified of a scheduling
conflict. Karen clicks Show scheduling conflict.

Compete Note:
Android doesn't show the
time of the meeting unless
you look at calendar view. It
also doesn't indicate
scheduling conflicts.

Karen sees that the meeting time proposed by Julian conflicts with her personal
appointment to drop off her child at school.

Talking Point:
Notice that the conflict is
between an appointment in
Karen's personal Hotmail
account (displayed in blue)
and the one in Outlook
(displayed in Red). Windows
Phone allows her to manage
all of her calendar
information in one place.
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To resolve the conflict, Karen clicks and holds Julian's appointment and selects
Propose New Time.

She proposes 8:15 and clicks Send.
The CIE participant logged in as Julian will receive the proposed meeting time
from Karen, and should be directed to Accept.

Karen then receives the updated meeting request and accepts it, adding it to
her calendar.
Later, when Karen is on her way to work, she encounters heavy traffic, and wants
to notify Julian that she may be late for their 8:15 meeting. In her calendar, she
opens the meeting appointment.
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Karen swipes right to view the meeting attendees.

Directly from the attendees screen Karen clicks on the I'LL BE LATE button.
Here, she can send an email message to the meeting organizer, or to everyone
attending the meeting.
Karen clicks email Julian Isla. Windows Phone 7 prepopulates the message for
her. All she has to do is click send.
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Securely edit work related documents
Delivery Time: 3-5 minutes

Objective: Showcase the ability to open and edit documents on the go.
Summary: During this part of the scenario, participants will watch the facilitator use the Windows Phone 7 to handle
documents and email items. The facilitator should pass the phone to participants to use on their own as well.
Technical Considerations: The Windows Phone 7 device will require Wi-Fi access. Instructions for the setup and
configuration of the device can be found in the Technical Guide.
If you are planning to use only one WP7 in the environment, consider utilizing a Macro Webcam like IPEVO Point 2 View
USB Document Camera to make it easier for the participants to follow (see more information in the Hardware
Recommendations section in the Appendix).

In her inbox, Karen sees an email message from Amy Alberts in HR regarding
the company picnic.
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Engage Point:
How do you currently access
shared files from outside
your office?

Karen opens the email from Amy and sees a request to fill out the spreadsheet
to sign up for the picnic.

The spreadsheet is hosted on the company intranet, but Karen can open and
edit it right from her Windows Phone. Karen clicks on the Office Productivity
Hub tile on her home screen. She finds the Excel document titled Office Party
Attendance under SharePoint and clicks on this to open.

Compete Note:
Unlike on other platforms,
Excel mobile on WP7
provides a superior out-ofthe-box experience with no
additional software
purchases required.

Talking Point:
Note that there is a
segregation between
internally shared files and
externally shared files - they
are not in a single "docs list".
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Karen enters the number of attendees in the cell next to her name.

She clicks Save to save the document back to the company intranet and then
Close.
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Stay connected with friends
Delivery Time: 3-5 minutes

Objective: Showcase how the social networking features in Windows Phone 7 can help integrate work and personal
information tools.
Summary: During this part of the scenario, the facilitator will discuss the integration between the Windows Phone 7,
Facebook®, and the other social networking features of the phone.
Technical Considerations: This section is optional given that the Facebook® integration requires pre-configured
accounts and Wi-Fi access. Facebook® integration also requires custom configuration which is not baked into the
platform.
The Windows Phone 7 device will require Wi-Fi access. Instructions for the setup and configuration of the device can be
found in the Technical Guide.
If you are planning to use only one WP7 in the environment, consider utilizing a Macro Webcam like IPEVO Point 2 View
USB Document Camera to make it easier for the participants to follow (see more information in the Hardware
Recommendations section in the Appendix).

Now that Karen has checked her email and calendar before leaving for work, she
wants to quickly get an update on her friends on Facebook®.
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Engage Point:
How do your employees
balance time between work
and social networking?

She clicks the People live tile.

Talking Point: In the People
Hub, contact information is
combined from several
sources including address
books and social networks.
The hub delivers up-to-date
information and status
changes for the people most
important to the user

In the People Hub, Karen swipes right to view what's new.

Karen sees that a few of her friends have posted updates on Facebook®. Karen
replies to Jeff's post by clicking the Plus button. She quickly adds a comment
and clicks Post.
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Stay on top of your inbox
Delivery Time: 15-20 minutes
Objective:
• Explore the unique benefits of Outlook 2010 to effectively manage an increasingly demanding inbox.
• Learn about the Outlook integration with Dynamics CRM and SharePoint to get more done in less time.
.
Summary: Participants will use advanced inbox management functionalities of Outlook, will view data from Dynamics
CRM and request software from System Center -- all from inside their inbox.

Technical Considerations: It may take up to 30 minutes after re-setting the CIE platform for System Center to recognize
the client machine. Additionally, the software provisioning process can take up to 15 minutes. Continue on with the main
story and this will be available during the proposal. Karen needs to be the only one that requests software. If all users
request at the same time, not everyone may get approved.
For product specific information about System Center please refer to this section found in the Appendix.
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Organize your email to increase productivity
Delivery Time: 8-10 minutes

Objective: Showcase advanced inbox management features in Outlook 2010.
Summary: During this part of the scenario, the attendees will use Conversation, Clean Up, Ignore, and Voicemail
Transcription to effectively manage and act on messages.
Technical Considerations: None

Karen has made it into her office and sits down at her desk where she will
continue to review emails that have arrived in her inbox. Karen sees various
email threads; some of which are important and others that she is either not
interested in, or does not have the time to respond to.
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Engage Point:
How do your employees
communicate at work? What
are the advantages or
disadvantages?

She can use the Conversation View to view all messages arranged by
conversations. Karen clicks on the Arrange By: bar and clicks on Show as
Conversation. (If prompted, select All folders...)

She will notice that the Outlook view has changed. Now all of her messages are
grouped by Conversation. One of the benefits to switching into the
conversation view is that Karen can quickly react to a large group of emails in
the appropriate order. She does not have to worry about mistakenly
responding to an earlier email from the same conversation.
Since Karen has already responded to the Summer Company Picnic… email
from her phone, she would like to clean up this email conversation in her Inbox.
Outlook’s Clean Up function can quickly remove any redundant messages in
the conversation and leave only messages which already have all original
content quoted in the reply thread. Karen selects the Summer Company Picnic
conversation, hovers over the Clean Up button on the ribbon and clicks Clean
Up Folder.

This drastically reduces the number of unread messages
in her inbox. She will
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Engage Point:
Encourage participants to
reply to a message in the
middle of the conversation
thread. Point out the mail tip
that the user is not
responding to the latest
message.

This drastically reduces the number of unread messages in her inbox. She will
still continue receiving new email messages for this conversation.

Next, since Karen has no interest in Flag Football, she wants to remove all
messages in the Contoso’s Annual Flag Football… conversation, and ignore
all future emails with this subject line. Rather than choosing to reply to all and
requesting to be removed, which only makes matters worse, she will use the
Ignore feature in the Outlook ribbon bar. This will move the entire conversation
as well as any future emails with the same subject to the Deleted Items folder.

Compete Note:
Lotus® Notes does not have
Ignore capability. Gmail has
a similar Mute feature.

If the session attendees have also Ignored this conversation, ask some or all of
them to undo this action and then encourage them to Reply All to this email
thread with responses of their own, to demonstrate how Karen's Ignore action
is working.

Looking through the rest of her emails, Karen notices she has voicemail
messages from Dan Jump and Julian Isla in her Inbox. She can choose to either
play them back through her PC, or if she is unable to playback the voicemails for
some reason, she can read the voicemails that have been transcribed using
Microsoft Speech technology integrated into Exchange Server 2010.
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Talking Point:
User is automatically
authenticated against UM
using AD (sometimes
credentials are verified only
when you open the
message). Users can listen to
VMs out-of-order without
having to go one by one.
Also, there is no need to dial
voice mail access #, followed
by PIN.

Karen notices that Dan Jump’s voicemail is marked private and decides to listen
to it first.

She then opens Julian’s voicemail and listens to it.

We can hover over each of the words within the text of the transcription and
then click on that word to seek playback to that point. This is very helpful for
those voicemail messages that may not have been transcribed correctly, due to
poor voice quality or other unexpected variables. Notice that “A. Datum” has
been transcribed as “eight datum”, incorrectly.

After listening to his voicemail, Karen sees Julian’s email to the sales team about
the A. Datum proposal. Karen then reviews the email from Vincent Lauriant at A.
Datum.
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Compete Note:
Lotus® Notes has no speech
/ voice / transcription
capabilities. While Google
voice does have speech/voice
transcription, it's not under
the Google Apps SLA.
Talking Point:
The Presence jewel that
shows up against the names
within the voicemail is
testament to the tight
integration between Lync and
Outlook/Exchange. Talk
about contextual
communications here. One
can now start an IM/ Voice/
Video conversation right
from within their voicemail
box.
Talking Point:
Voicemail is a feature of
Unified Messaging, which is
part of Exchange Enterprise
CAL.

Talking Point:
Voicemails are now
searchable since they are
transcribed. Use the Search
Inbox bar to search for any
keywords used in the
voicema

Get critical customer insights
Delivery Time: 3-5 minutes

Objective: Introduce Dynamics CRM and showcase tight integration with Outlook 2010.
Summary: During this part of the scenario, the attendees will use Outlook client to explore Tracking of Opportunities and
Accounts in CRM.
Technical Considerations: None
Sales Considerations: For product specific information about Dynamics CRM 2011 please refer to this section found in
the Appendix.

Karen expands the A. Datum discounts in emerging markets email
conversation.
She sees that the email from Vincent Lauriant at A. Datum is being tracked in
CRM (by Julian), linking it to an Opportunity in Dynamics CRM.
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Engage Point:
How do your employees
manage important customer
information? How easy is it to
access and act on?

She opens this message.

She clicks the Regarding: Home Appliances for Asia Market link at the
bottom of the email.

Karen wants to review more information about the company so she clicks on A.
Datum link.

Talking Point:
Often, the data required to
make critical business
decisions is scattered across
multiple systems,
spreadsheets, SharePoint
sites, and even worse – on
individual users' hard drives.
Microsoft Dynamics CRM –
available as an on-premises
solution, or in the cloud,
provides an organizationwide, outlook-centric view of
all your customer data – from
customer support
interactions and marketing
efforts to critical sales
insights.

Talking Point:
Presence indicators in CRM
allow users to view contact's
status and start a Lync IM/
Voice/ Video conversation
right from within the CRM
and CRM connector for
Outlook.

Compete Note:
Ubiquitous presence
differentiates Microsoft
Office products from Google
Apps.

Talking Point:
CRM 2011 Online and CRM
2011 on-premise leverage
the same code base, allowing
customers complete flexibility
in deployment and the ability
to move between onpremises and cloud
deployments at any time.
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This pulls up the A. Datum Account.

Karen clicks on Opportunities under Sales on the left hand side and can see
that out of all the current opportunities, this one has the largest estimated
revenue.

Wanting to see how opportunities have gone in the past, Karen changes the
Opportunities Filter on: to Lost and sees Contoso lost a large deal with A.
Datum.
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She clicks the Home Appliances request for Germany.

She then clicks Notes & Activities in the left menu.

And sees in the Notes section that the opportunity was lost because Contoso
didn’t provide deep enough discounts in the past and were unable to keep up
with the supply.

Karen closes all the open CRM associated view windows until she is back in her
inbox. She now wants to view her sales pipeline. She clicks the Contoso button
in the left navigation to navigate CRM.
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Talking Point:
CRM Dashboards are
completely usercustomizable, and can pull in
data from other data sources
outside the CRM.

She clicks Workplace and drills down to My Work > Dashboards to view her
personalized sales dashboard (Dashboards for non-sales personas will default to
the CRM Overview dashboard).

Karen's dashboard displays her sales quota and progress; her sales pipeline; the
active support cases for her accounts; her activities; and her open opportunities.

She sees that she is missing her quota significantly and she notes that this
opportunity could allow her to exceed her FY Quota.
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Access legacy applications on-demand
Delivery Time: 3-5 minutes

Objective: Introduce System Center and showcase ability to quickly provision software.
Summary: During this part of the scenario, Karen will use System Center to request Excel 2003 in order to view a legacy
Works file that Vincent has sent as an attachment.
Technical Considerations: It may take up to 30 minutes after re-setting the CIE platform for System Center to recognize
the client machine. Additionally, the software provisioning process can take up to 15 minutes. Continue on with the main
story and this will be available during the proposal. Karen needs to be the only one that requests software. If all users
request at the same time, not everyone may get approved.
For product specific information about System Center please refer to this section found in the Appendix.

While in her inbox, Karen notices another email from Julian regarding A. Datum.
Julian explains that Vincent attached a file saved in the legacy Works format and
that she will need to go out to the intranet and request Excel 2003 to open it.
Contoso's policy allows for N-3 versions of Office (Office 2010, 2007, and 2003)
to not require approval, and therefore will automatically be approved. N-4
versions would require approval for compliance reasons.
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Engage Point:
How does your IT handle
provisioning software
licenses?

Karen follows the link in the email from Julian (she can also access this page by
clicking on the IT menu button on the intranet). She clicks on Request
Software at the bottom of the page.

She is unable to open the file from Vincent because she does not have Excel
2003. She clicks on Excel 2003 and then Next. In the Justification box, Karen
types the justification for the request as needing Excel 2003 for the A. Datum
Proposal, clicks Next and then Submit.
Her request will be automatically approved and once the provisioning process
completes, she will have an Excel 2003 icon in her Microsoft Office program
group under All Programs.
Note: Software provisioning process can take up to 15 minutes. Continue on
with the main story and this will be available during the proposal.
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Talking Point:
Excel 2003 is a virtualized
application which System
Center Configuration
Manager 2007 is able to
deploy to provide an
accelerated deployment
experience while minimizing
application conflicts.

Communicate in real time
Delivery Time: 20-30 minutes
Objective:
• Explore Microsoft’s software powered unified communications bringing together IM/presence, voice, video,
conferencing and applications sharing.
• Experience contextual communications right from Outlook, CRM or any presence enabled application.
• Learn how easy is to find and communicate with people using integrated search capabilities.
Summary:
• Participants will learn how to find an expert in the organization by using enterprise people and skill search
capabilities in Lync and SharePoint.
• Experience unified communications, escalating peer to peer instant messaging chats to voice, to video, expanding to
multiple parties and real time content and applications sharing.

Technical Considerations: Log into each client machine at least 30 minutes before the session because it could take as
long as 25 minutes after opening Lync for "View results in SharePoint..." to show up at the bottom of the Search box in
Lync. Using web cams in this scenario allows to show that the video chat scales to HD.
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Identify a subject matter expert
Delivery Time: 8-10 minutes

Objective: Showcase Lync people and skills search.
Summary: During this part of the scenario the attendees will use Lync to find SMEs based on skills, view rich results in
SharePoint, add participants to Lync sessions, and promote chat calls to voice and video on the fly.
Technical Considerations: Log into each client machine at least 30 minutes before the session because it could take as
long as 25 minutes after opening Lync for "View results in SharePoint..." to show up at the bottom of the Search box in
Lync. Using web cams in this scenario allows to show that the video chat scales to HD.

Karen now needs to find an internal Subject Matter Expert to assist her in
fielding this customer request. Karen clicks on Lync 2010 on the menu tray and
she can start searching for people directly from the Contact tab.
Karen types "emerging" into the Find a contact or dial a number search box
located on the Contact tab then clicks Skill.
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Engage Point:
How do your employees
transfer knowledge? How
easy is it to find a SME across
departments?

Lync allows you to search for people in your organization by using any property
listed on Microsoft SharePoint (for example, name, email, skills, area of
expertise, etc.). Karen can see several names as a result, including incremental
information about the contacts. In order to get more information she clicks
View results in SharePoint… at the bottom of the results displayed in Lync.

Talking Point:
This shows the out-of-thebox integration between Lync
and SharePoint. Identity and
presence are the foremost
challenges in communication.
Lync’s skill search easily helps
overcome the issue of
identity and user presence
lets one know if that person
is available for
communication or not.

Reviewing all of the results of her search, she sees there are several possible
candidates. She uses search refiners on the left navigation and selects
Emerging Markets under Interests to refine her search and filter out some of
the results. This returns just one result - Molly Clark.

She notes that Molly Clark is the perfect match for her needs. She clicks Molly's
picture or name link to open Molly's MySite.
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Talking Point:
Search refiners are a FAST
component which is available
only with SharePoint
Enterprise CAL.

By clicking on Organization tab she can understand more about Molly’s
responsibilities and organizational hierarchy. She sees that Molly is Julian’s
boss.

Talking Point:
Discuss what Social Distance
is and note to others that
their results may vary from
Karen Berg's, which is
because Karen's colleagues
may be different than the
colleagues of others within
the organization.
Compete Note:
This is a huge competitive
differentiator showing the
tight, out-of-the-box
integration between Lync and
other Microsoft applications.
This integration is out-of-thebox without any extra cost,
unlike other competitors who
may charge you for such
integrations.

Karen can click on the presence indicator which will show much of the same
information about her contact info and organization.

IBM® profiles are managed
in Lotus® Connections which
is a separate product from
their information
management offerings
(IBM® Lotus® Quickr™ and
FileNet) to get a similar set of
capabilities, requires much
more software from IBM®.
IBM® Lotus® WebSphere
does not have people search
they need to use Lotus®
Connections which is a
different search engine.
Oracle has the same problem.

Compete Note:
Google doesn't enable you to
navigate the organizational
hierarchy.
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Karen can also check Molly's status to help determine if now would be an
appropriate time to contact Molly. Karen notices that Molly has left a note
saying she will be leaving early today, but is currently available. This would be
the perfect time to contact Molly.

Talking Point:
Be sure to point out presence
information and rich contact
card is displayed (on hover
over) for every people result
shown in this SP site.
Talking Point:
This can also be a good time
to show the tight calendar
integration with
Exchange/Outlook. Point to
how easily the free/busy
information is available on
Lync, directly pulled from
Exchange.

Talking Point:
The location information can
also be passed over to E911
service providers. You will
need internet access in order
for the Location to be
automatically updated. If you
don’t have internet access
you will need to manually
change Molly’s Location.
Location information can also
be automatically learned
based on network
parameters like IP address,
subnet, etc. Lync also
remembers your off-net
locations like Home, Airport,
etc. Location database forms
the foundation required to
pass on this information to
E911 providers.
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Leverage unified communications
Delivery Time: 8-10 minutes
Objective: Showcase enhanced communications with Lync.
Summary: During this part of the scenario, the attendees will use Lync desktop sharing and ad-hoc conferencing.
Technical Considerations: When escalating multiple attendees to voice, if there is an echo, use the Mute feature within
Lync to mute the other microphones in the room.

Continuing to use Lync, Karen reaches out to Julian to see if he would be able to
provide an introduction.

Engage Point:
How do your employees
collaborate on projects? How
easy is it to pull in people on
ad-hoc basis?

Talking Point:
This section covers the
breadth of Lync Standard &
Enterprise with the exception
of Web Conferencing and
Telephony (all calls are peerto-peer by Lync). This is an
important aspect of the
scenario to focus on for
driving the "Distributed and
Mobile Work" upsell
conversation.
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Julian obliges and uses the drag and drop function to bring Molly into their
chat.

Compete Note:
Google doesn't have the
ability to do voice/video/IM
with more than 3 people.

Julian introduces Karen to Molly.
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As Molly and Karen haven’t met face to face, Karen asks Molly if they can
escalate to an audio/video chat. Karen will then escalate the chat window to an
audio/video call with a single click.

So that Karen can collaborate better with Molly, she clicks on Share >
Desktop and Molly receives a sharing invitation notification that she can click to
accept or ignore.
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By opening the conversation window Karen is able to preview what she is
sharing by clicking Preview. This helps alleviate those "what do you see" or
"can you see my desktop" questions. When the preview stage is open Karen can
stop sharing or even select to share new content. Click Hide Stage to close the
preview window.
Molly clicks Accept sharing request and is connected to the sharing session.
Here Molly can see who is currently sharing. If more than one participant was in
the session, the person who was sharing would be displayed.
Karen tells Molly about A. Datum’s open case in CRM and that she needs to
determine if they can provide the requested discount and whether or not
Contoso can keep up with their ordering volumes.
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Gain business insights
Delivery Time: 25-40 minutes
Objective: Showcase how to optimize a project portfolio and analyze complex and voluminous data using self-service
and familiar Office tools to make sound/well thought through business decisions.
Summary: Participants will use self-service interactive BI tools including dashboards, decomposition trees, Excel slicers
and Sparklines to analyze business data.

Technical Considerations: This section is the launchpad for the Business Intelligence and Project Server story
supplements. Please review their corresponding technical requirements.
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Analyze portfolio prioritization
Delivery Time: 8-10 minutes

Objective: Showcase Portfolio Analysis with Project Server 2010.
Summary: During this part of the scenario, the attendees will use Project Server to perform project portfolio optimization
and analysis, and will use Lync desktop sharing, requesting control, ad-hoc conferencing, and call recording on the fly.
This section also includes an optional Enterprise project and portfolio management supplement.
Technical Considerations: For product specific information about Microsoft Project 2010 please refer to the
corresponding section found in the Appendix.

Molly remembers an email that she had received from Dan Jump showing
Contoso’s major strategic plan to build a Distribution Center in Asia. She
forwards this email to Karen and copies the Contoso Sales distribution list so
that other participants can follow along.

Engage Point:
How easy is it for your
employees to view critical
project data and use it to
make informed business
decisions?
Talking Point:
Users can use the Outlook
search bar to easily find it
emails by keywords, authors,
and other options.
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Karen clicks on the link in the email she receives from Molly which directs her to
the Portfolio Analyses on the Contoso Project Server. (She can also access
this page by opening up the intranet and clicking the Project Management
Office link on the left hand navigation. This takes her to the Project Server
Home page. She can then click the Project Center link under Project to go
directly to Project Center).

Once in Project Center, she can view the portfolio of strategic projects with
their associated costs, return/value and status.

Karen and Molly review the current strategic project list and can confirm that it
does appear that currently the plan to build a new Distribution Center in Asia is
a top priority based on current priorities.
Karen is concerned however, that if the budget gets cut again this year as it has
in years past, this project might get tabled. Molly decides to bring Jeff Hay into
the conversation to get his input as the CVP of Operations. Molly uses the drag
and drop function to bring Jeff Hay into the conversation to discuss budget
concerns and what would happen with building the Distribution Center in Asia if
the budget for the remainder of the year was to get cut.
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Engage Point:
How easy is it for you to
prioritize projects and
initiatives based on budget
and resource constraints?

Talking Point:
Prioritize projects along
multiple dimensions strategic alignment, financial
value and risk.

Jeff requests control so he can change project and workflow variables.
Jeff changes the Total Cost metric, cutting it by 30% to $8,500,000 and clicks
Recalculate from the ribbon bar.
Talking Point:
Perform "What-if" Analysis
and get a suggestion on the
optimal portfolio for various
budget and resource
scenarios.

Karen and Molly see that even if more than a quarter of the budget is cut, the
Asia Distribution Center remains the highest priority.

Optional Project Server Supplement (click to open)
Jeff gives control back to Karen. Karen and Molly thank Jeff and he leaves the
chat. They have now confirmed that Contoso can keep up with the supply chain
in Asia.
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Talking Point:
Once portfolio analyses is
completed and projects are
selected, you can then verify
if you have adequate
resources to execute on the
portfolio.

Study sales trends
Delivery Time: 10-15 minutes

Objective: Showcase how easy it is to access and drill down into the data without help from IT, finance, or operations.
Summary: During this part of the scenario, participants will use the sales dashboard to drill down the decomposition tree
to analyze sales data.
Technical Considerations: None

Karen and Molly now want to evaluate whether it makes sense to provide a
discount and if so, how much that discount should be.

While still in the Lync session Karen shares her desktop and navigates to the
intranet by clicking the IE home button. She opens the Sales Dashboard
located under the Insights navigation link.
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Engage Point:
How easy is it for your
employees to view critical
performance data and use it
to make informed business
decisions?

Karen decides that it would be a good idea to have some of her team members
participate in the call as well. Karen sees that a few members of her team are
online and available. She can simply drag their names into the conference.

Talking Point:
By adding other members,
Karen is creating an ad-hoc
conference call.

Talking Point:
Lync has made improvements
in device management. You
can easily see what devices
are connected and switch on
the fly. Click the Change the
Device for This Call to
switch audio devices.
From Lync, select the contacts corresponding to the participating CIE attendees
and drag them into the conversation.
Karen also decides to record the conference call in case she needs to review the
details later when working on the proposal. She clicks the chevrons and then
clicks Start Recording.

Talking Point:
The client side recording
capabilities in Lync can also
be used for training purposes
within the enterprise.

This recording can easily be stored on a SharePoint site for anyone in the team
to access and review.
Karen, Molly, and their teammates are now ready to analyze sales trends.

Once everyone joins the conference call, Karen explains to her team that she has
been doing some research on current business in China to try and determine if
A. Datum should be eligible for any discounts on the Home Appliance line in
China, and for which products.
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Compete Note:
Similar functionality with
IBM® would require a
COGNOS installation. There
is no single infrastructure
that would do everything like
SharePoint.

Talking Point:
The BI capability is available
through SharePoint
Enterprise CAL.

Karen starts by pointing out the map at the bottom of the Dashboard that
shows sales data in Southeast Asia.

Note: If Internet is not available, the map will look like this:

From this map, we are able to gather that China is not on target from a Sales
Revenue perspective.
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Karen clicks the China pushpin on the map to open a Visio dashboard showing
in-depth data for sales, cost, and GP in the region across product groups.

Karen closes the China dashboard, returning to the main sales dashboard.
If Karen can get enough volume from A. Datum at a reasonable price point, she
might be able to help get more Sales Revenue in China. Additionally, if they get
China along with India and Japan, Contoso will have great sales numbers in
Southeast Asia.
Karen then directs her attention to the top of the screen and can easily see in
the Product Category Sales pie chart that Home Appliances make up the
largest percentage of sales for Contoso worldwide.

Talking Point:
The metrics are weighted,
which is the reason that some
of the trend arrows point up
or down and are different
colors.
This is certainly what Karen hoped to see as home appliances represent
Contoso’s lead product category, and the category for which A. Datum shows
the most interest.
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Interested in some of the other metrics being displayed, Karen clicks on the
Gross Profit metric and sees that the target for Gross Profit Margin is 51%
and Contoso is currently at 57% so we're over our target and have the ability to
give about a 6% discount on the home appliances.

Knowing that Vincent was interested in their deluxe product class, she now
needs to determine if they have the ability to discount that specific class and if
so, which type of appliances.
Karen looks at the Product Class Trends chart below and drills down into the
Deluxe class to see what sales trends are occurring for home appliances in the
China market.

Karen right-clicks on the last dot of the deluxe line, in order to select
Decomposition Tree. This will allow her to drill in deeper to obtain the data
necessary to justify her need to provide discounts to A. Datum.
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Once the decomposition tree has loaded she can show Molly that information
within the Deluxe > Geography > Continent Name.

She then clicks the plus sign (+) to expand Asia.
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Engage Point:
Make sure everyone is caught
up to this point and
encourage participants to
click around and explore the
decomposition tree.

Then she can click on China > Product > Product Category Name.

Then she can click the plus sign (+) to expand Home Appliances. Though
Refrigerators have the highest sales, if you click the (+) sign to expand, you can
see they are mostly outsourced by other companies instead of being
manufactured by Contoso, which gives Contoso less flexibility to discount the
prices.

The next category of product is Washers & Dryers so Karen clicks on these.
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She then selects Product>Product Brand Name so that she can see which
Washers and Dryers are selling well.

She notices that the Contoso manufactured appliances make up the largest
portion of the washers and dryers for China.

After exploring the sales data from the sales dashboard, Karen now knows that
she can specifically provide a discount on washers and dryers from the deluxe
product class.
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Inspect historical inventory levels
Delivery Time: 8-10 minutes

Objective: Showcase how easy it is to analyze data without help from IT, finance, or operations.
Summary: During this part of the scenario, participants will use Excel slicers and Sparklines to analyze inventory data.
Technical Considerations: None

Karen and Molly now want to analyze inventory trends in China to determine if
there are specific washers and dryers that already have a surplus of inventory on
hand that could very easily be discounted.

Karen minimizes the decomposition tree and then navigates to Insights > Excel
Services workbooks.

Engage Point:
How easy is it for your
employees to view critical
performance data and use it
to make informed business
decisions?

Compete Note:
The capabilities showcased in
this scenario do not exist with
Google® docs.

In order to analyze the data that is available within this PivotTable she needs to
open in Excel. Karen clicks the drop down arrow on the Contoso Retail
Inventory Report and selects Edit in Microsoft Excel.
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Compete Note:
Google® Apps and
OpenOffice®.org compete:
Excel is the only app that
allows you to seamlessly
leverage your skills on the
rich client to build functional
dashboards and then share
them with others, preserving
rich functionality, on the
server (SharePoint Excel
Services).

She will begin by slicing on China followed by Home Appliances. She will click
the plus sign (+) to expand Home Appliances where she can see all quantities
of washers & dryers that are ordered on average within Asia.

Talking Point:
Point out Slicers, slicers allow
you to share workbooks with
inexperienced users and
allow them to filter and
tweak views, without needing
an expensive training on how
to use Pivot Tables.
Compete Note:
Lotus® Symphony (that uses
the open office code base) is
way behind on innovation
like this.

If she selects the first empty cell to the right of the first Contoso washer & dryer
and then clicks on the Insert tab in the ribbon and clicks Insert Line Sparkline
in the Sparklines item group.
This will open a dialog for selecting the range of cells to be used for both the
Data Range: and the Location Range. She is ready to select the range of cells
for the data range, where she will click and hold on the top left cell that will
begin the data range in year 2007, dragging and holding the mouse button
until she reaches the bottom right cell for the last washer & dryer in year 2009.

Don't choose the Grand Total column.
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Now she is ready to select the range of cells for the Location Range. Delete any
values in the location range box. She clicks back on the first empty cell to the
right of the first Contoso washer & dryer, then drags and holds the mouse
button down until she reaches the cell for the last washer and dryer and clicks
OK.

Looking at the Sparklines, it appears as though the M240 Washer and Dryer
would be a good one to discount. To see this better, Karen clicks into the first
row that displays M240 White.
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Talking Point:
Watch as PowerPivot pulls
down 3 million records into
Excel so Karen is able to build
the correct and appropriate
PivotChart which will
compare industry trend data
to the Contoso Retail sales
data. All 3 million records are
pulled down in less than 5
minutes.

She then clicks the Sort and Filter button in Row Labels. In the search box she
types M240 and then clicks on the drop down arrow and filters on Product
Name.

Here, Karen can quickly see which items in the Contoso Washer & Dryer product
line are over-stocked in inventory for China. Karen now knows that this is the
specific item that she can provide a discount on.
Optional enterprise business intelligence supplement (click to open)
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Create content collaboratively (on-premises)
Delivery Time: 25-40 minutes
Objective: Showcase enhanced document management and real time co-authoring of documents with Office &
SharePoint, whether working with on-premises or the cloud based (Office 365) platform.

Summary:
• Participants learn how to edit and integrate Visio diagrams in word a document
• Participants experience how to co-author in real-time, the sales proposal for A. Datum
• After building the sales proposal, the participants partake in an approval workflow
• Participants are also introduced to the power and versatility of slide libraries

Technical Considerations: This section is available in two tracks: on-premises and Office 365.
Sales Considerations: Select the right track based on whether or not you are showing Office 365. If Office 365 is available
in your region/geography, you are strongly encouraged to follow the Office 365 version of this section.
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Create a document set
Delivery Time: 7-10 minutes
Objective: Introduce document sets.
Summary: In this section of the scenario, participants will create a document set and use Quick Parts to update the
document with metadata to maintain consistency in documents and the way they are organized throughout the company.
Technical Considerations: None

Now that Karen has all the information, she is ready to begin creating the
proposal for the customer. Karen knows that Contoso has a formal Sales
Proposal process that allows the sales team to share and collaborate effectively.
This process begins with Karen creating the Sales Proposal Document Set from
the Shared Document library within the Sales portal.
Optional Enterprise Content Management supplement (Click to open)
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Engage Point: How do your
users currently standardize
document creation?
Engage Point: If users ask
about how to create a
document set, let them know
that it is easy to create and
can be customized with the
documents that make the
most sense for their
company.

The Proposal process at Contoso requires several key documents being created.
Karen will create the new Sales Proposal Document Set by clicking on Shared
Documents, followed by the Documents tab under Library Tools.

She will click on the New Document button to drop-down the menu and select
Sales Proposal Document Set.
Note: Ask the session attendees to create document sets with different names
to avoid file naming conflicts.

This process will create all of the appropriate documents required as part of the
proposal process at Contoso.
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Talking Point: By creating
this document set, she gains
the ability to do several key
things, such as:
 Share the same
metadata
 Controlled versioning
across the document
set rather than
maintaining separate
files
 Associated workflows
 Set alerts for the entire
document set
Compete Note:
OpenOffice® – The valuable
Enterprise Content
Management capabilities in
Microsoft SharePoint 2010
will only work in conjunction
with Microsoft Office 2010
installed on the desktop,
while OpenOffice® provides
no integration.
Google® Apps – The
Enterprise Content
Management features reduce
the cost (TCO) and risk
(compliance), which sets the
Office + SharePoint solution
apart from other basic web
productivity apps.
IBM® has a variety of
products that overlap –
IBM®’s Lotus® Quickr /
Lotus® Notes / Lotus®.
Connections and Lotus®
FileNet Content Manager.
These sorts of capabilities
require that the customer
implement Lotus® FileNet
Content Manager, and
Lotus® Quickr does not offer
the same level of document
management etc. to match
Microsoft SharePoint 2010.

Karen will provide a name, such as A Datum Proposal (No periods should be
used in the Name) along with a brief description, an Enterprise Keyword of
Washers and Dryers and a Company Name of A Datum (this field is required
in order to showcase Quick Parts). She must specify the Deal Size (mandatory).
She sets this as 1-10M as we previously learned this was a $2M opportunity.

She clicks OK (other fields are optional - the more you enter the better it
appears in the landing page of the document set).
By creating this document set she now has a unique SharePoint folder within
the sales team document library which contains a video, executive presentation,
Visio organizational chart, financial analysis, sales contract and a sales proposal.
These files represent the various mixed file types that have been pre-defined, in
order to assist the sales team members with the content necessary that
encourage delivery of strong sales proposals to Contoso's customers.

Karen wants to include an organizational chart of her team that will illustrate her
team’s level of experience based on various data points. She specifically wants
to highlight the relevant expertise for this particular sales proposal. Karen will
take the standard Visio organizational chart included in the document set and
modify it to show necessary KPIs.
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In the document set, she clicks the drop-down arrow next to the Sales Team
Visio file and selects Edit in Microsoft Visio.

The Visio file opens to the organizational chart.

Karen selects all of the org chart objects (not the headers, but just the people
objects).
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With all of the org chart objects selected, Karen switches to the Data tab in the
ribbon, and clicks Data Graphics. Hovering over Available Data Graphics, she
sees each of the objects on the org chart change. She clicks this data graphic to
apply it to all shapes on the org chart.

Talking Point:
This is a set of data graphics
that was created prior and
saved as one. Each data
graphic can be created and
applied separately as well.
Data is already linked to the
diagram and shows in the
External Data Window at the
bottom of the page. Data can
be from almost any data
source (Excel, Access, SQL,
and ODBC and OLBC data
base). Once data is linked,
the diagram will update any
time the source is updated.

Next she clicks Insert Legend and selects Vertical.
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She can now see a legend for 3 KPIs. Language proficiency is rated from 1 to 10,
with 10 being the highest.

She saves the file and closes it.
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Co-author a document
Delivery Time: 10-15 minutes
Objective: Showcase co-authoring enabled through SharePoint, Office, and Project Professional.
Summary: In this section of the scenario, participants will utilize co-authoring to edit a document and will use Project
Professional 2010 to create a project timeline using the new user interface.
Technical Considerations: None

Next Karen will open the A Datum Proposal - Sales Proposal document in
Word (not the browser). She can do this by clicking on the checkbox next to the
file and then clicking the Edit Document button from the ribbon bar above (If
the Word document does not open in “edit” mode, close and re-open the
document).

On the title page, Karen wants to add “for A Datum” to the Sales Proposal line.
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Engage Point: How do your
employees handle
documents that require
authoring by multiple
contributors?

On the title page, Karen wants to add “for A Datum” to the Sales Proposal line.
She does this by clicking in the title line of the document, and typing "for " after
the word Proposal, and then clicking Insert from the ribbon bar and then
clicking on Quick Parts>Document Property>Company Name.

Talking Point:
Quick Parts allow you to
effectively and consistently
customize the document with
metadata associated to the
document set.

This will automatically populate the company name as A Datum.
Karen would like to invite others to participate in the creation and editing of the
sales proposal document and she can do so by going to File backstage. Once
backstage, Karen clicks on the Save & Send option and then Send Using EMail > Send a Link.

In the To field, Karen uses the Contoso Sales distribution list and clicks OK.

All users whom Karen emailed will receive a notification through Outlook. Users
can click on that notification in order to open a link to the Sales Proposal
document. Clicking on the link allows them to open the Word document directly
from the SharePoint document set.
Note: If the document opens in Server mode: Read-Only, the user needs to
click Edit Document. Karen will then need to click the Save and Refresh button
in the top-left corner of the Word document.

We can now see other users join into the WordFacilitator
document
below
Guide
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Talking Point: To ensure coauthoring is illustrated
effectively and to prevent
everyone from editing the
first page, assign each
attendee a particular section,
e.g. instruct Alan Steiner to
the Direct Competitors
section.

We can now see other users join into the Word document below in the bottom
left corner of the status bar of the Word window.

Note: Ask each attendee to modify a section within the proposal by making a
small change and then saving. Point out that each author's name and presence
indicator appears next to the section they are editing.
Note: Wait to look for changes on Karen's screen until you see Updates
Available in the status bar at the bottom of the Word window.
Next, Karen wants to include a timeline of the Distribution Center Build-out for
A. Datum in the proposal to inform A. Datum and help ease concerns over
supply chain issues. Karen is able to utilize the Project Client to attach the Task
List that is part of the SharePoint Sales Portal to synchronize the timeline into
Project.
In the document set in the portal, Karen clicks Tasks under Lists in the left
menu.

Compete Note:
OpenOffice® compete: Coauthoring happens
automatically and is available
to everybody at all times. All
employees benefit. Core
processes are accelerated
and quality of results is
increased (no mistakes in
consolidating versions).
OpenOffice® can’t do.

Talking Point:
Presence indicators appear in
the sections being edited and
allow authors of a document
to message each other while
working within the
document.

Engage Point:
How many times have you
needed to communicate a
project schedule & labored
to build one from scratch?

She then clicks on List under the List Tools tabFacilitator
at the top
of the
Guide
Pagepage.
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She then clicks on List under the List Tools tab at the top of the page. From
here, Karen clicks Open Schedule icon.

Engage Point:
Have the users make changes
to the colors of the items in
the Timeline to make it more
eye catching and effective.
Talking Point:
The Timeline is SmartArt and
can easily be customized to
communicate.

This imports the tasks into Project client.

Engage Point:
Ask users to explore and
customize the Timeline.

Talking Point:
It is easy to copy-paste your
Timeline into a presentation,
Word document or email.

In the schedule, Karen selects the tasks which start with ADC by CTRL-clicking
them. She then right-clicks the selection and selects Add to Timeline.
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Once the tasks have been added to the timeline, Karen changes colors on some
tasks and the format in which they are displayed (Display as Callout).

Karen selects the timeline and then clicks the Copy Timeline button in the
ribbon and selects For Presentation.

She returns to the sales proposal Word document and pastes the timeline (use
Paste Special>bitmap).

Optional Project client supplement (on-premises) (Click to open)
Finally, she clicks File to enter backstage to Save and close the document.
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Use a workflow for document approval
Delivery Time: 8-10 minutes
Objective: Introduce workflows, SharePoint FAST Search and content libraries.
Summary: In this scenario participants will start a workflow, and will utilize FAST Search and content libraries to avoid
duplication of work and to leverage materials that already exist.
Technical Considerations: None

Karen and others have been hard at work on the Sales Proposal in Word and
she is now ready to collect some formal feedback and approval.
To start the workflow, Karen returns to the document set page in the portal,
clicks the drop-down arrow next to the A Datum Sales Proposal document, and
clicks Workflows.

Compete Note:
Although Lotus® Notes has
workflow capability, it is in
most cases hand coded and
doesn’t translate to other
products like Office. There
are other workflow products
available, that might work,
but it’s with an extra cost. No
one integrates into Office like
we do.
Google Apps has workflows,
but doesn't have no-code
workflows.
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She clicks the Sales Proposal Feedback and Approval.

She clicks the Start to begin the workflow and see the workflow progress bar
showing that the workflow is starting on the server.

There are two Contoso employees who will be assigned edit tasks from within
the workflow: Erik Gubbels and Alan Steiner. These individuals will be notified
via an alert within Outlook that provides a link to click and open the proposal.
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Erik and Alan will choose the Edit Document button so that they can apply
whatever changes necessary to the document.
Once all of the changes have been made, Karen will receive an alert in her inbox.
Karen can click on the link to View the status of this workflow in order to view
the Visio diagram of the workflow.

This will open the Visio Workflow Visualization window in the browser. Karen
can quickly view the current status of this workflow indicating which tasks were
completed at what time along the way.

Of course Karen is not the only user who can monitor the status of this
workflow. Her manager Julian Isla can connect to this same visualization to track
the current status on any of the sales proposals in progress. To do so, Julian
would go to the intranet and click Sales > Shared Documents. He would then
scroll to the far right of the screen and click the drop down arrow next the Sales
Proposal Feedback and Approval then select In Progress. This will load the
list of items in progress. He can click on In Progress listed next to any
workflows in progress to view the Visio Workflow Visualization.
Optional Enterprise Content Management supplement (Click to Open)

Ask the attendee acting as Julian Isla to approve
the document.
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Ask the attendee acting as Julian Isla to approve the document.

Now that Karen has the proposal document in good form with approval from
her manager, she will switch her focus to the executive presentation that she
needs to prepare for the customer. She will open the existing A. Datum
Proposal - Executive Presentation PowerPoint from within the document set
that has already been created.

Karen will choose to Open in Microsoft PowerPoint. She would like to add a
Thank You slide and a Disclaimer slide to the deck. She knows that there are
standard Contoso slides available on the intranet.
Karen will begin her search for corporate branded content by using the FAST
Search Center on the Contoso intranet. She can begin the search right from the
already open document set web page, by typing in the Search bar in the top
right corner of the page.
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Karen enters the search criteria Thank You in order to begin looking for some
company branded standard slides that are used to wrap up each presentation.
She can select from the various search refiner in the Result Types menu on the
left s in order to narrow down on the content type that suite her needs, e.g.
Microsoft PowerPoint.

Engage Point: Be sure to
engage the session attendees
and encourage them to
follow along with Karen as we
perform the necessary search
for content within the
Contoso Intranet.

Engage Point: Ask someone
to make a change to one of
the slides that were brought
in from the slide library. For
example, change the Contoso
disclaimer at the bottom of
the Contoso slide by bolding
and increasing the font size.
Here she can see how the FAST search results provide her the ability to view
thumbnails of the documents as well as previewing PowerPoint slides.

Karen clicks on the link to View in Browser next to the PowerPoint slide that
appears in the list of search results. The PowerPoint slide will open in Office
Web Apps from the SharePoint site where she can view the presentation in its
full fidelity.

Talking Point:
Thanks to the capabilities
provided by Document Sets,
FAST search, co-authoring,
workflows, and slide libraries,
creating a proposal that
meets the standards of the
company, leverages existing
content, and has the proper
input and approval from
other team members is a
simple process.
Compete Note:
IBM® has limited searching
and typically it’s within the
application (Lotus® Notes,
Connections, Lotus® Notes
Quickr) IBM® OmniFind does
enterprise search, but I have
yet to see a customer that’s
implemented it.

This will work perfectly as a final slide for Karen in the presentation for A.
Datum. She notices that this is part of the Marketing team’s slide library, and
knows how to link a slide from a slide library to her existing deck.
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Karen clicks on the Slides link under Libraries in the left navigation to take her
back to the slide library.
Here we can see a few of the other slides contained within this slide library. She
decides to incorporate the last 2 slides listed, into her A. Datum presentation.

She clicks Copy Slide to Presentation link above the search results.

She selects the option to Tell me when this slide changes before clicking OK.
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Ask a session attendee to make a change in one of these two slides and Save
the file.

Karen can click on the synchronize arrows next to the slide and choose Check
This Slide for Changes.

Karen will see the updates from whichever user had applied changes to that
slide in the library and then choose Replace.

Once we have added our slide we can Save our presentation back into our
document set.
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Engage Point: Ask several
session attendees to open
the last slide in PowerPoint in
edit mode. they open the
slide in edit mode, the
attendees should notice that
co-authoring is not just a
feature of Word but also
PowerPoint 2010.

Create content collaboratively (Office 365)
Delivery Time: 25-40 minutes
Objective: Showcase enhanced document management and real time co-authoring of documents with Office &
SharePoint, whether working with the on-premises or cloud based (Office 365) platform.

Summary:
• Participants learn how to edit and integrate Visio diagrams in word a document
• Participants experience how to co-author in real-time, the sales proposal for A. Datum
• After building the sales proposal, the participants partake in an approval workflow
• Participants are also introduced to the power and versatility of slide libraries

Technical Considerations: This section is available in two tracks: on-premises and Office 365. The Office 365 scenarios
require Office 365 registration and configuration, Office 365 client setup, and switching participant personas to the
cloud. You must log out of the on-premises persona on each client before logging in as an Office 365 persona.

Sales Considerations: Select the right track based on whether or not you are showing Office 365. If Office 365 is available
in your region/geography, you are strongly encouraged to follow this version of this section.
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Create a document set
Delivery Time: 8-10 minutes
Objective: Introduce document sets.
Summary: In this section of the scenario, participants will create a document set and see how it can help to maintain
consistency in documents and the way they are organized throughout the company.
Technical Considerations: This scenario requires Office 365 registration and configuration, Office 365 client setup,
and switching participant personas to the cloud. You must log out of the on-premises persona before logging in as an
Office 365 persona.

Allie opens up her inbox and sees the forwarded Help with Proposal… email
from her manager, Larry Zhang.
After reviewing the details of the request in the email, Allie navigates to the
Contoso Asia Sales Portal.
To do this, Allie opens her browser.

She enters in her credentials (pass@word1) and is taken to the Office 365 portal.
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Engage Point: How do your
users currently standardize
document creation?
Engage Point:
If users ask about how to
create a document set, let
them know that it is easy to
create and can be
customized with the
documents that make the
most sense for their
company.

Once on the portal, she clicks the Visit SharePoint Home link under Team Site.

Allie will create the new Sales Proposal Document Set by clicking on Shared
Documents, followed by the Documents tab under Library Tools.
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She will click on the New Document button to drop-down the menu and select
Sales Proposal Document Set

Allie will provide a name, such as A Datum Proposal (No periods should be
used in the Name) along with a brief description and a Product Category of
Washers and Dryers and a Company Name of A Datum. She must specify
the Deal Size (mandatory). She sets this as 1-10M as we previously learned this
was a $2M opportunity. Entering this will have an impact on the workflow
process that is yet to come.

Talking Point:
By creating this document
set, she gains the ability to
do several key things, such
as:
 Share the same
metadata
 Controlled versioning
across the document
set rather than
maintaining separate
files
 Associated workflows
 Set alerts for the entire
document set
Compete Note:
OpenOffice® – The valuable
Enterprise Content
Management capabilities in
Microsoft SharePoint 2010
will only work in conjunction
with Microsoft Office 2010
installed on the desktop,
while OpenOffice® provides
no integration.
Google® Apps – The
Enterprise Content
Management features reduce
the cost (TCO) and risk
(compliance), which sets the
Office + SharePoint solution
apart from other basic web
productivity apps.

Finally click OK (other fields are optional - the more you enter the better it
appears in the landing page of the document set).
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IBM® has a variety of
products that overlap –
IBM®’s Lotus® Quickr /
Lotus® Notes / Lotus®
Connections and Lotus®
FileNet Content Manager.
These sorts of capabilities
require that the customer
implement Lotus® FileNet
Content Manager, and
Lotus® Quickr does not offer
the same level of document
management etc. to match
Microsoft SharePoint 2010.

Microsoft SharePoint 2010.

By creating this document set she now has a unique SharePoint folder within
the sales team document library which contains a video, executive presentation,
financial analysis, sales contract, sales proposal and Singapore Sales Team
diagram.

These files represent the various mixed file types that have been pre-defined, in
order to assist the sales team members with the content necessary that
encourage delivery of strong sales proposals to Contoso's customers.

First, Allie wants to include an organizational chart of her team that will illustrate
her team’s level of experience based on various data points. She specifically
wants to highlight the relevant expertise for this particular RFP. Allie will take the
standard Visio organizational chart included in the document set and modify it
to show necessary KPIs.
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Talking Point:
By entering information in
the Vertical Industry and
Product Category fields,
meta-data tags are shown.

In the document set, she clicks the drop-down arrow next to the Sales Team
Visio file and selects Edit in Microsoft Visio.

The Visio file opens to the organizational chart.
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Allie selects all of the org chart objects (not the headers but just the people
objects). With all of the org chart objects selected, Allie switches to the Data tab
in the ribbon, and clicks Data Graphics. Hovering over Available Data
Graphics, she sees each of the objects on the org chart change. She clicks this
data graphic to apply it to all shapes on the org chart.

Talking Point:
This is a set of data graphics
that was created prior and
saved as one. Each data
graphic can be created and
applied separately as well.

Data is already linked to the
diagram and shows in the
External Data Window at the
bottom of the page. Data can
be from almost any data
source (Excel, Access, SQL,
and ODBC and OLBC data
base). Once data is linked,
the diagram will update any
time the source is updated.

Next she clicks Insert Legend and selects Vertical.
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She can now see a legend for 3 KPIs. Language proficiency is rated from 1 to 10,
with 10 being the highest.

She saves the file and closes it.
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Co-author a document
Delivery Time: 10-15 minutes

Objective: Showcase co-authoring enabled through SharePoint, Office, and Project Professional.
Summary: In this section of the scenario, participants will utilize co-authoring to edit a document, and will use Project
Professional 2010 to create a Project Timeline using the new user interface.
Technical Considerations: This scenario requires Office 365 registration and configuration, Office 365 client setup,
and switching participant personas to the cloud.

Next Allie will open the A Datum Proposal - Sales Proposal document in Word
(not the browser). She can do this by clicking on the checkbox next to the file
and then clicking the Edit Document button from the ribbon bar above (If the
Word document does not open in “edit” mode, close and re-open the
document).
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Engage Point: How do your
employees handle
documents that require
authoring by multiple
contributors?

Allie would like to invite others to participate in the creation and editing of the
Sales Proposal document and she can do so by going to File backstage. Once
backstage, Allie clicks on the Save & Send option and then Send Using E-Mail.

Talking Point: To ensure coauthoring is illustrated
effectively and to prevent
everyone from editing the
first page, assign each
attendee a particular section,
e.g. instruct Jeff Wang (if in
attendance) to the Direct
Competitors section.

Engage Point: Ask each
attendee to modify a section
within the proposal by
making a small change and
then save.

In the To field, Allie uses the Contoso Singapore distribution list and clicks OK.
All users whom Allie emailed will receive a notification through Outlook. Users
can click on that notification in order to open a link to the Sales Proposal
document.
Clicking on the link within the chat window allows them to open the Word
document directly from the SharePoint document set.

Note: If the document opens in Server mode: Read-Only, the user needs to
click Edit Document. Allie will then need to click the Save and Refresh button
in the top-left corner of the Word document.

Talking Point:
Presence indicators allow
other authors of a document
to message each other while
working within the
document.

Compete Note:
More advanced co-authoring
and conflict resolution than
Google Docs

As other members of Allie’s team open the Sales Proposal document in Word,
she can see them appear as co-authors in the Word status bar below.

Note: Ask each attendee to modify a section within the proposal by making a
small change and then saving. Point out that each author's name and presence
indicator appears next to the section they are editing.
Note: Wait to look for changes on Allie's screen until you see Updates
Available in the status bar at the bottom of the Word window.

Next, Allie wants to include a timeline of the Distribution Center Build-out for A.
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Engage Point:
How many times have you
needed to communicate a
project schedule & labored
to build one from scratch?

Next, Allie wants to include a timeline of the Distribution Center Build-out for A.
Datum in the proposal to inform A. Datum and help ease concerns over supply
chain issues. Allie is able to utilize the Project Client to attach the task list that
is part of the SharePoint Sales Portal to synchronize the timeline into Project.
In the document set in the portal, Allie clicks Tasks under Lists in the left menu.

She then clicks on List under the List Tools tab at the top of the page. From
here, Allie clicks Open Schedule icon.

Engage Point:
Have the users make changes
to the colors of the items in
the Timeline to make it more
eye catching and effective.
Talking Point:
The Timeline is SmartArt and
can easily be customized to
communicate.
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This imports the tasks into Project client.

Engage Point:
Ask users to explore and
customize the Timeline.
Talking Point:
It is easy to copy-paste your
Timeline into a presentation,
Word document or email.

In the schedule, Allie selects the tasks beginning with ADC by CTRL-clicking
them. She then right-clicks the selection and selects Add to Timeline.
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Once the tasks have been added to the Timeline, Allie changes colors on some
tasks and the format in which they are displayed (Display as Callout).

Allie selects the timeline and then clicks Copy Timeline button in the ribbon
and selects For Presentation.

She returns to the proposal Word document and pastes the timeline (use Paste
Special>bitmap).

Optional Project client supplement (Office 365) (Click to Open)
Finally, she clicks File to enter backstage to Save and close the document.
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Use a workflow for document approval
Delivery Time: 8-10 minutes
Objective: Introduce workflows and SharePoint content libraries.
Summary: In this scenario participants will start a workflow, and will utilize content libraries to avoid duplication of work
and to leverage materials that already exist.
Technical Considerations: This scenario requires Office 365 registration and configuration, Office 365 client setup,
and switching participant personas to the cloud. The Office 365 tenant is not configured as a full-featured trial, so we
do not recommend turning it over to the customer as a trial after the CIE session. Please encourage the customer to set
up their own trial.
SharePoint Online search indexer runs on a set schedule. If you wish to utilize this feature, the tenant needs to be set up
as far in advance as possible.

Allie and others have been hard at work on the Sales Proposal in Word and she
is now ready to collect some formal feedback and approval.
To start the workflow, Allie returns to the document set page in the portal, clicks
the drop-down arrow next to the A Datum Sales Proposal document, and clicks
Workflows.

Compete Note:
Although Lotus® Notes has
workflow capability, it is in
most cases hand coded and
doesn’t translate to other
products like Office. There
are other workflow products
available, that might work,
but it’s with an extra cost. No
one integrates into Office like
we do.
Google Apps has workflows,
but doesn't have no-code
workflows.
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She clicks the Sales Proposal Feedback and Approval.

She clicks the Start to begin the workflow and see the workflow progress bar
showing that the workflow is starting on the server.

There are two Contoso employees who will be assigned edit tasks from within
the workflow: Maxim Goldin and Larry Zhang. These individuals will be
notified via an alert within Outlook that provides a link to click and open the
Proposal.
Attendees assigned to the roles of Larry and Maxim will choose the Edit
Document button so that they can apply whatever changes necessary to the
document.
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While the workflow process continues, attendees for Larry and Maxim can
choose to Open this task...

Larry and Maxim can provide their comments and click on the Submit
Feedback button.
Note: Workflow approval and updates can take several minutes to update. Be
prepared to engage the audience while waiting for the workflow.
Once all of the feedback has been collected, Allie will receive an alert in her
inbox. Allie can click on the link View the status of this workflow in order to
view the Visio diagram of the workflow.

As a final step, the workflow will route the proposal to a member of the
manufacturing plant team, David So to ensure the plant can keep up with the A.
Datum order volume.
David, not having a dedicated PC, can interact through SharePoint to approve or
reject the request.
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Now that Allie has the proposal document in good form with approval from her
manager, she will switch her focus to the PowerPoint presentation that she
needs to prepare for the customer. She will open the existing A. Datum
Proposal - Executive Presentation PowerPoint from within the document set
that has already been created.

Engage Point: Be sure to
engage the session attendees
and encourage them to
follow along with Karen as we
perform the necessary search
for content within the
Contoso Intranet.
Ask someone to make a
change to one of the slides
that were brought in from
the slide library. For
example, change the Contoso
disclaimer at the bottom of
the Contoso slide by bolding
and increasing the font size.

Allie will choose to Open in Microsoft PowerPoint. She would like to add a
Thank You slide and a Disclaimer slide to the deck. She knows that there are
standard Contoso slides available on the intranet.
She clicks on Slides under Libraries to view the standard slides available to her.

Ask several session attendees
to open the last slide in
PowerPoint in edit mode.
they open the slide in edit
mode, the attendees should
notice that co-authoring is
not just a feature of Word
but also PowerPoint 2010.
Talking Point:
Thanks to the capabilities
provided by Document Sets,
co-authoring, workflows, and
slide libraries, creating a
proposal that meets the
standards of the company,
leverages existing content,
and has the proper input and
approval from other team
members is a simple process.
Compete Note:
IBM® has limited searching
and typically it’s within the
application (Lotus® Notes,
Connections, Lotus® Notes
Quickr) IBM® OmniFind does
enterprise search, but I have
yet to see a customer that’s
implemented it

Allie will select the drop down next to the Marketing_ThankYou
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Allie will select the drop down next to the Marketing_ThankYou slide and then
click View in Browser to ensure this is what she wants.

The PowerPoint slide will open in Office Web Apps from the SharePoint site
where she can view the presentation in its full fidelity. This will work perfectly as
a final slide for Allie in the presentation for A. Datum. She clicks on the Slides
link in the breadcrumb trail to take her back to the slide library.

She decides to incorporate the first 2 slides into her A. Datum presentation. She
selects the Marketing_LegalDisclaimer and Marketing_ThankYou slides then
clicks the Copy Slide to Presentation link.
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She then selects the option to tell me when this slide changes before clicking
OK.

Now that she knows changes have been made to this slide, she can click on the
arrows next to the slide and choose to Check This Slide for Changes.
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She will see the updates from whichever user had applied changes to that slide
in the library and then click replace.

Once she has added the updated slide, she can save the presentation back into
the document set.
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Connect with customers (on-premises)
Delivery Time: 5-10 minutes

Objective: Explore the use of integrated Outlook calendaring and unified communications tools to connect with
customers and partners outside the organization.
Summary: Participants will utilize a structured Lync meeting to communicate and share content with people outside the
organization

Technical Considerations: This section is available in two tracks: on-premises and Office 365.
You will need one device without Lync client installed to showcase how an external attendee (Vincent) would join a Lync
meeting.
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Easily reach out to customers
Delivery Time: 5-10 minutes
Objective: Introduce options for communicating with people outside the organization.
Summary: In this scenario, participants will utilize Lync meeting to share content with people outside the organization.
Technical Considerations: For this section, you will need one un-imaged client device without Lync client installed to
showcase how an external attendee (Vincent) would join a Lync meeting. Have the user acting as Vincent log into the preconfigured Hotmail account to which the meeting request will be sent.

Karen is all set to deliver the presentation and while it is always best for
attendees to be there in person, that's rarely the case these days.
Feeling like she has everything completed, Karen returns to her inbox and
Julian’s email. She clicks the Reply with Meeting button from the ribbon bar
to schedule a meeting with Julian and Vincent.
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Engage Point: How do you
currently communicate and
collaborate with partners and
customers outside of your
company?

Outlook Mail Tips will remind Karen to remove the Sales discussion list, as to
prevent her from sending out emails to others who are not directly involved
with this account's sales proposal and the follow up task. Click on the first X to
remove Contoso Sales – make sure Julian is still on the invite along with
Vincent.

She then clicks on Online Meeting located in the Ribbon.
Note: Be sure to schedule the date and time to reflect the time of the CIE
session.
Because Karen is adding an external attendee, Vincent Lauriant from A. Datum,
she needs to set some security options. She wants to make sure that the
option to have an external attendee wait in the lobby is enabled. This is so that
she can admit Vincent to the meeting manually. To do so Karen clicks Meeting
Options from the ribbon bar.
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Compete Note:
Google doesn't have MailTips
for emailing external entities.

She can see that the default settings will suffice for her meeting. If Karen
wanted to make any changes she can do so by checking the box Customize
access and presenters for the meeting.

Talking Point:
As you can see doing a
virtual presentation using
Lync 2010 can save
companies money because
there is no need to pay for all
team members to travel to a
customer location. Using an
online meeting, they can
effectively present the
customer in a professional
and efficient manner.

After enabling the customize access option Karen now has the ability to change
how Access is granted to meeting participants.
Karen will now send out her invitation. Just before she joins the meeting she
will open Lync 2010 in order to simulate a test call, and make sure she is
connected and able to make and receive calls clearly. From Lync Karen
navigates to the Phone icon and clicks the Check call button.

This is helpful in determining the optimal audio settings for her call.
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Talking Point:
Today most meetings include
a PowerPoint presentation,
and if a participant calls into
the meeting and elects not to
join using the Lync Attendee
or Web App they will be
unable to view that
PowerPoint. With
PowerPoint 2010 users can
also broadcast the
PowerPoint presentation
using an online service or
SharePoint.

When Karen receives the reminder she can click the Join Online button and
she will be directly connected to the meeting.

Given that we have access to a Polycom Round Table device, we will enrich
our online meeting experience by selecting it within the Lync client.

The Round Table device offers advanced technology that automatically
changes the camera view so that the active speaker can always be identified,
allowing online meeting participants to easily track the flow of conversation.
Given that Vincent is outside of the Contoso organization and may not have
Lync installed, he can still join the conference in several ways. When Vincent
receives the meeting request from Karen he clicks on the link to join the
meeting. This will take him to a web page where he has three options from
which to choose.

Joining through the Browser
Vincent could choose Join the meeting using your web browser and
proceed to join using the following steps.
After selecting the web browser option, Vincent will arrive at the Lync Web
App page where he can choose to join as a guest, or by using corporate
credentials. Vincent will choose to join as a guest.
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He then types in name and clicks Join Meeting.
Since Vincent is joining as a guest, he will be placed in the "Lobby" until Karen
admits him into the meeting. This option was setup by Karen before she sent
the meeting invite.
Karen, who has already joined the meeting, is notified that someone is waiting
in the Lobby and needs to be admitted. She can see the name of the
participant, and has the option to admit or deny. Karen clicks Admit.

Vincent is now moved from the Lobby into the meeting.

Joining with Lync Attendee
Selecting the browser option Vincent can participate in the meeting, but does
not receive audio/video while using the web browser. To receive audio/video
Vincent must download and install the Lync Attendee.

Once Vincent has installed the Lync Attendee he enters his name and clicks
Join.

Again Vincent is placed in the Lobby until Karen admits him. Using the Lync
Attendee Vincent can now use audio/video directly from the Attendee
application.

Joining via the Phone
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Joining via the Phone
In some situations companies do not allow users to download and install
applications onto their computers. If this is the case participants can use the
call in number provided in the meeting request to call into the meeting.
While everyone is joining the online meeting, we can choose to Share >
PowerPoint Presentation…

Then enter the http://intranet.contoso.com/sales/ site in the dialog box in
order to locate the PowerPoint file that was created within the A. Datum
Proposal document set of the Shared Documents document library in the
Contoso Intranet sales site.
Karen is able to drive the presentation from within the online meeting. If she
chooses, she can click to Show Presenter Notes in the bottom right hand
corner.

Talking Point:
If Karen wanted to maintain
access to these documents
during her flight to
Singapore, she could use
SharePoint Workspace to
sync the document library to
her computer for offline
access.
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This allows for Karen to see her speaker notes while all other meeting
attendees can only see the slides of the presentation.

Broadcasting the Presentation
Today most meetings consist of a PowerPoint presentation, and if a participant
calls into the meeting and elects not to join using the Lync Attendee or Web
App they will be unable to view that PowerPoint. With PowerPoint 2010 users
can broadcast the PowerPoint presentation using an online service or
SharePoint. Attendees can view the presentation and join without installing any
software, and just need a Web browser.
Karen can dive backstage in PowerPoint and select Broadcast Slide Show from
the Save & Send menu option and then select the Broadcast Slide Show
button.

If necessary, Karen could choose to broadcast over the internet where any
users who she invited could attend using their Windows Live account., but this
time she will choose to broadcast to her own company intranet portal site.
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She clicks Add a new service… and then enters the URL
http://intranet.contoso.com/sites/broadcast/ before clicking Add.

Karen will launch the presentation by choosing to Start Broadcast, but will
then need to choose how to invite attendees. She will select the option to
Send in Email to the entire sales@contoso.com email alias...
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...and then begin by clicking Start Slide Show.
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Connect with customers (Office 365)
Delivery Time: 5-10 minutes

Objective: Explore the use of integrated Outlook calendaring and unified communications tools to connect with
customers and partners outside the organization.
Summary: Participants will utilize a structured Lync meeting to communicate and share content with people outside the
organization.

Technical Considerations: This section is available in two tracks: on-premises and In the Cloud. The Cloud scenarios
require Office 365 environment provisioning and switching participant identities to the cloud.
You will need one device without Lync client installed to showcase how an external attendee (Vincent) would join a Lync
meeting.
If you want to display the PowerPoint slides using PowerPoint Broadcast, you must do this on-premises as this
functionality is not present on the Office 365 client image.
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Easily reach out to customers
Delivery Time: 5-10 minutes
Objective: Introduce options for communicating with customers and partners outside the organization.
Summary: In this scenario, participants will utilize Lync meeting to share content with people outside the organization.
Technical Considerations: This scenario requires Office 365 Registration and Configuration, Office 365 Client Setup,
and switching participant personas to the cloud.
For this section, you will need one un-imaged client device without Lync client installed to showcase how an external
attendee (Vincent) would join a Lync meeting. Have the user acting as Vincent log into the pre-configured Hotmail
account to which the meeting request will be sent.
If you want to display the PowerPoint slides using PowerPoint Broadcast, you must do this on-premises as this
functionality is not present on the Office 365 client image.

We are all set to deliver our presentation and while it is always best for
attendees to be there in person, that's rarely the case these days.
Now feeling like she has everything complete, Allie returns to her inbox and
Larry’s email. She clicks the Reply with Meeting button from the ribbon bar to
schedule a meeting with Larry and Vincent.
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Engage Point: How do you
currently communicate and
collaborate with partners and
customers outside of your
company?

She then clicks on Online Meeting located in the Ribbon.

Note: Be sure to schedule the date and time to reflect the time of the CIE
session.
If Allie wanted to make any changes she can do so by checking the box
Customize access and presenters for the meeting.

After enabling the customize access option Allie now has the ability to change
how Access is granted to meeting participants.
Allie will now send out her invitation. Just before she joins the meeting she will
open Lync 2010 in order to simulate a test call, and make sure she is connected
and able to make and receive calls clearly. From Lync Allie navigates to the
Phone icon and clicks the Check call button.

Talking Point: As you can
see doing a virtual
presentation using Lync 2010
can save companies money
because there is no need to
pay for all team members to
travel to a customer location.
Using an online meeting,
they can effectively present
the customer in a
professional and efficient
manner.
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This is helpful in determining the optimal audio settings for her call.
When Allie receives the reminder she can click the Join Online button and she
will be directly connected to the meeting.
Given that we have access to a Polycom Round Table device, we will enrich our
online meeting experience by selecting it within the Lync client.

The Round Table device offers advanced technology that automatically changes
the camera view so that the active speaker can always be identified, allowing
online meeting participants to easily track the flow of conversation.
Given that Vincent is outside of the Contoso organization and may not have
Lync installed, he can still join the conference in several ways. When Vincent
receives the meeting request from Allie, he clicks on the link to join the meeting.
This will take him to a web page where he has three options to choose from.

Joining through the Browser
Vincent could choose Join the meeting using your web browser and proceed
to join using the following steps.
After selecting the web browser option, Vincent will arrive at the Lync Web App
page where he can choose to join as a guest, or by using corporate credentials.
Vincent will choose to join as a guest.
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Talking Point:
Today most meetings include
a PowerPoint presentation,
and if a participant calls into
the meeting and elects not to
join using the Lync Attendee
or Web App they will be
unable to view that
PowerPoint. With
PowerPoint 2010 users can
also broadcast the
PowerPoint presentation
using an online service or
SharePoint.

He then types in name and clicks Join Meeting.
Since Vincent is joining as a guest, he will be placed in the "Lobby" until Allie
admits him into the meeting. This option was setup by Allie before she sent the
meeting invite.
Allie, who has already joined the meeting, is notified that someone is waiting in
the Lobby and needs to be admitted. She can see the name of the participant,
and has the option to admit or deny. Allie clicks Admit. Vincent is now moved
from the Lobby into the meeting.

Joining with Lync Attendee
Selecting the browser option Vincent can participate in the meeting, but does
not receive audio/video while using the web browser. To receive audio/video
Vincent must download and install the Lync Attendee.

Once Vincent has installed the Lync Attendee he enters his name and clicks
Join.
Again Vincent is placed in the Lobby until Allie admits him. Using the Lync
Attendee Vincent can now use audio/video directly from the Attendee
application.

Joining via the Phone
In some situations companies do not allow users to download and install
application onto their computers. If this is the case participants can use the call
in number provided in the meeting request to call into the meeting.
While everyone is joining the online meeting she opens the PowerPoint file that
was created within the A. Datum Proposal document set of the Shared
Documents document library in the Contoso intranet sales site.
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Now that she has the PowerPoint open, she can choose to Share > PowerPoint
Presentation.

Allie is able to drive the presentation from within the online meeting. If she
chooses, she can click to Show Presenter Notes in the bottom right hand
corner.

This allows for Allie to see her speaker notes while all other meeting attendees
can only see the slides of the presentation.
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Optional story supplements
Objective: To provide a deeper conversation around ECM, BI, and Project and Portfolio management.
Sales Considerations: This section includes 3 optional story supplements that can be leveraged for a deeper conversation
around ECM, BI, and Project and Portfolio management. Use your knowledge of the customer, their business needs and
pain points to select relevant supplements.

Enterprise
project and

Enterprise

Enterprise

portfolio

business

content

management

intelligence

management
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Enterprise project and portfolio management
Delivery Time: 12-18 minutes
Objective: Showcase Project Server 2010, Project Professional 2010, and integration with SharePoint Task Lists.
Summary: During this part of the scenario, participants will utilize Project Server 2010 to perform Portfolio Analysis and
Demand Management and will leverage Project Professional 2010 to review and update tasks, resources, and timelines for
a project.
Technical Considerations: For product specific information about Microsoft Project 2010 please refer to this section
found in the Appendix.
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Project server
Delivery Time: 5-8 minutes
Objective: Showcase Project Server 2010.
Summary: During this part of the scenario, participants will utilize Project Server 2010 to perform Portfolio Analysis and
Demand Management.
Technical Considerations: None
Sales Considerations: For product specific information about Microsoft Project 2010 please refer to this section found in
the Appendix.

In addition to validating that the Distribution Center Build-out is OK from a
budget perspective, Jeff wants to validate that there are enough resources
currently available to staff the project.

He proceeds to the next step in the Portfolio Analysis to review Resource
Allocation. (Scroll down the page if the Next: Analyze Resources button is not
visible). He validates that the Asia Distribution Center is already on track from a
staffing perspective and notes any other projects that aren’t currently at the
correct staffing levels.
After speaking with Karen and Molly about the importance of this project to A.
Datum, and seeing that the project seems to align correctly with current staffing
and budget models, Jeff decides to go ahead and approve this project to start.
While Jeff can approve and commit the project portfolio here, he wants to check
on the status of the Asia Distribution Center Build-Out first.
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Talking Point:
Project Server 2010 allows
you to compare different
portfolio scenarios side-byside, giving you insight into
differences between unique
scenarios.

Engage Point:
How easy is it for your
organization to view resource
availability by skill in realtime?
Engage Point:
How easy is it for your
organization to understand
resource hiring needs at any
given time?

Jeff clicks Project Center, which shows a list of all projects to review project
details before committing it. Project Center is the center for Demand
Management, the practice of capturing/initiating projects, managing competing
requests.

Talking Point:
The Resource Analysis allows
you to identify resource
surplus and deficits by skill,
maximize resource utilization
and model different
headcount scenarios.

Talking Point:
Hiring scenarios can be
modeled with the Analyze
Resources functionality.
Project Server 2010 will
return with the
recommended skill sets/roles
to hire.

Jeff clicks the Asia Distribution Center Build-out project, which will display the
current status of the project.
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Talking Point:
Project Server 2010 includes
a Demand Management
module that allows for
flexible Project Capture and
Initiation and enhanced
governance through
workflows.

Jeff will see that project is at the Selection Review phase, and is ready to be
kicked-off. He clicks Portfolio Analyses link under Strategy.

Jeff selects the last baseline portfolio and clicks the Commit button. By
committing the portfolio, Jeff agrees that the selected projects align with
strategy and can be supported with the budget and available resources. Jeff also
moves the Asia Distribution Center project to the next phase and gives the green
light for execution.

Jeff will then click Project Center on the left navigation bar, and then select the
Asia Distribution Center Build-out project from the project list. The project
should now be at the Proposal Selection stage.

Return to main story (click to open)
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Project client (on-premises)
Delivery Time: 8-10 minutes
Objective: Showcase Project Professional 2010 integration with SharePoint Task Lists.
Summary: During this part of the scenario, participants will utilize Project Professional 2010 to review and update tasks,
resources, and timelines for a project.
Technical Considerations: None
Sales Considerations: For product specific information about Microsoft Project 2010 please refer to this section found in
the Appendix.

Karen wants to analyze the current resource allocations across the task list, as
well as add in some specific tasks she has for the rest of the sales team. Karen
returns to the Project client window and adds a task to visit the new
Distribution Center to the end of the project plan and sets the start date to
11/28/11 with a duration of 4 hours as she wants to visit on opening day.

Engage Point:
How easy is it for your
employees to manage and
stay on top of projects?

Talking Point:
The Fluent UI (aka Ribbon)
allows users to easily and
intuitively find the tools they
need.

Talking Point:
Project 2010 provides Excellike behavior giving the user
control and flexibility with
familiarity.
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Karen would also like to add Celebrate Project Completion as the final
milestone in the project. She selects the empty cell following the newly created
visit the new Distribution Center task and clicks on the Insert Milestone icon
from the Task menu on the ribbon bar.

Talking Point:
Team Planner allows you to
view resource allocations and
visually, intuitively assign
tasks to resources through
drag-and-drop.
Talking Point:
It's easy to level overallocated resources
automatically with a click or
manually through drag-anddrop.

<New Milestone> will now appear in the cell she had selected and she can
double-click on it to bring up the Task Information window to enter in specifics
for this milestone.

Karen enters Celebrate Project Completion in the Name field and sets the start
date to 12/2/11 with a duration of 4 hours.

She switches the view to the Team Planner view
and views the current
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She switches the view to the Team Planner view and views the current
allocation across resources.

She is able to adjust tasks by simply dragging tasks left or right across dates or
up and down across resources to make sure that no tasks overlap a single
resource. She also decides to add a few of these tasks to the Timeline View.
Talking Point:
SharePoint Task List
synchronization enhances
Team Collaboration by
allowing team members to
view the project plan and
update task status directly in
SharePoint. Then you can
automatically synchronize
updates back to the Project
plan. Since the
synchronization is bidirectional, any changes to
the Project plan can also
update the SharePoint Task
List.
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She switches back to the Gantt Chart view, and selects several tasks to add to
the timeline by control clicking on rows 4, 8 and 25. After she has the rows
selected she right-clicks the tasks and chooses Add to Timeline.

Once she has made the changes she wants, she opens the File Backstage and
chooses Sync to Tasks List in the Info menu, which will synchronize all of the
updated and new tasks back to the SharePoint Task List.

Return to main story (click to open)
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Project client (Office 365)
Delivery Time: 8-10 minutes

Objective: Showcase Project Professional 2010 integration with SharePoint Task Lists.
Summary: During this part of the scenario, participants will utilize Project Professional 2010 to review and update tasks,
resources, and timelines for a project.
Technical Considerations: This scenario requires Office 365 registration and configuration, Office 365 client setup,
and switching participant personas to the cloud.
Sales Considerations: For product specific information about Microsoft Project 2010 please refer to this section found in
the Appendix.

Allie wants to analyze the current resource allocations across the task list, as well
as add in some specific tasks she has for the rest of the sales team. Allie returns
to the Project client window and adds a task to visit the new Distribution
Center to the end of the project plan and sets the start date to 11/28/11 with a
duration of 4 hours as she wants to visit on opening day.

Engage Point:
How easy is it for your
employees to manage and
stay on top of projects?

Talking Point:
The Fluent UI (aka Ribbon)
allows users to easily and
intuitively find the tools they
need.

Talking Point:
Project 2010 provides Excellike behavior giving the user
control and flexibility with
familiarity.
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Allie would also like to add Celebrate Project Completion as the final milestone
in the project. She selects the empty cell following the newly created visit the
new Distribution Center task and clicks on the Insert Milestone icon from the
Task menu on the ribbon bar.

Talking Point:
Team Planner allows you to
view resource allocations and
visually, intuitively assign
tasks to resources through
drag-and-drop.

Talking Point:
It's easy to level overallocated resources
automatically with a click or
manually through drag-anddrop.
<New Milestone> will now appear in the cell she had selected and she can
double-click on it to bring up the Task Information window to enter in specifics
for this milestone.

Allie enters Celebrate Project Completion in the Name field and sets the start
date to 12/2/11 with a duration of 4 hours.
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She switches the view to the Team Planner view and views the current
allocation across resources.

She is able to adjust tasks by simply dragging tasks around across dates or
resources to make sure that no tasks overlap a single resource. She also decides
to add a few of these tasks to the Timeline View.

Talking Point:
SharePoint Task List
synchronization enhances
Team Collaboration by
allowing team members to
view the project plan and
update task status directly in
SharePoint. Then you can
automatically synchronize
updates back to the Project
plan. Since the
synchronization is bidirectional, any changes to
the Project plan can also
update the SharePoint Task
List.
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She switches back to the Gantt Chart view, chooses the tasks she wants to add
to the timeline and right-clicks the task and chooses Add to Timeline.

Once she has made the changes she wants, she opens the File Backstage and
chooses Sync with Tasks List which will synchronize all of the updated and new
tasks back to the SharePoint Task List.

Return to main story (click to open)
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Enterprise business intelligence
Delivery Time: 20-30 minutes
Objective: Showcase self-service Business Intelligence and Azure Marketplace.
Summary: During this part of the scenario, participants will access and analyze business data located on the SQL Server
using PowerPivot and external data from the Azure Marketplace.
Technical Considerations: This section involves importing demographic data from Azure Marketplace. A Windows Live
ID and internet connectivity will be needed. It is recommended that the Windows Live ID be registered with Azure
Marketplace before beginning scenario. If the internet connection is not available, follow the Offline Instructions at the
end of this section.

Karen decides that she would like to look at sales that were and were not
discounted based on demographic information to determine if income levels in
particular locations have an impact on sales trends.

Karen opens Excel and connects to the Contoso Sales Data Warehouse.

This is a sizeable dataset which is maintained in Microsoft SQL Server and would
normally require tools and skills reserved for very few within an organization.
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Engage Point:
How easy is it for your
employees to access critical
performance data and use it
to make informed business
decisions?

Karen will click on the PowerPivot ribbon then select the PowerPivot window
button from the ribbon in order to connect and pull this dataset down into an
Excel environment.

Once the PowerPivot environment is ready, she can click on the From Database
button in the ribbon bar and then select From SQL Server in order to connect
to the Contoso Retail database.
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Karen will enter CIE-SRV-02 where the SQL database resides and then pull down
the database name list to find ContosoRetailDW before clicking on Next.

She will click Next again to select from a list of tables and views.
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From the Tables and Views list, Karen selects the following tables:
DimGeography; DimProduct; DimProductCategory;
DimProductSubcategory; DimStore; FactSales.

Karen clicks the Finish button, allows the data import to complete and then
clicks Close.
At this point, the data is now loaded into Excel PowerPivot. Karen will now create
a Data Analysis Expression (DAX) to show which line items received a discount.
Karen selects the FactSales tab from within Excel PowerPivot.

She then scrolls over to the far right-hand sideFacilitator
of the screen
until the Add
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She then scrolls over to the far right-hand side of the screen until the Add
Column column is visible. Karen can then select any cell within Add Column,
and enter the following expression:
=if(FactSales[DiscountAmount] > 0, “Discounted”, “Not Discounted”)

This prompts PowerPivot to apply the expression to every row, and changes the
column label to D.

To make the column name more user-friendly, Karen right-clicks on the
CalculatedColumn1 label, selects Rename Column from the menu, and
renames the column DiscountStatus.

Keep Excel open for the next steps.
Now that Karen has imported the Contoso Sales Data Warehouse data, she
needs to combine it with income level data by country. To do this, Karen opens
Internet Explorer and navigates to the Azure Marketplace
(http://datamarket.azure.com).
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Karen needs to sign in using her Windows Live ID and Password before
accessing data within the Azure Marketplace.

Once logged in, Karen clicks Browse within the site in order to find worldwide
income level data. Under Categories, she clicks Demographics. Now under
Publishers, she clicks World Bank
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In the main portion of the site, Karen can see World Development Indicators
and clicks on this.

On the right-hand side, Karen clicks the Sign Up button, then checks the I have
read and agree to the terms of use check box and clicks Sign Up one last time.
Karen scrolls down and clicks the Explore This Dataset link.

In the new window, from the Query drop-list, select GetCountries, and click Run
Query.
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After the screen refreshes, Karen clicks the Export button. Under Export to
Program, she selects Excel PowerPivot and clicks Download.

A file download box will now appear, and Karen clicks Open.

PowerPivot will now open and a dialog will appear titled PowerPivot, she selects
Book1 from the list and clicks OK.

The Table Import Wizard will open. Karen will need to enter an Account Key.
To get this key, Karen clicks the Find button.
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A browser window will open, listing her account key. She will Copy and Paste the
account key from the browser window into the Account Key: text box in
PowerPivot.

Karen clicks the Next button and then checks under Tables and Views to ensure
World Development Indicators is selected.
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She then clicks the Finish button. Once the Import completes, she clicks the
Close button and a World Development Indicators tab will appear.

Within PowerPivot, Karen selects the Design ribbon. She then clicks the Create
Relationship ribbon button which prompts a dialog box to appear titled Create
Relationship.
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Underneath Table: Karen selects World Development Indicators. Underneath
Column: she selects Name. Underneath Related Lookup Table: she selects
DimGeography. Underneath Related Lookup Column: she selects
RegionCountryName.

She clicks the Create button.
Within PowerPivot, Karen selects the Home ribbon and clicks the down arrow
under PivotTable, and selects PivotChart from the menu that appears.

A Create PivotChart dialog will appear and Karen selects New Worksheet and
clicks the OK button.
This prompts a blank PivotChart to be created, with the fields from PowerPivot
available.
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Under Choose fields to add to report: Karen expands World Development
Indicators and drags IncomeLevelName to the Slicers Vertical section.

She now expands FactSales and drags DiscountStatus to the Legend Fields
section. She expands DimProductCategory and drags
ProductCategoryDescription to the Axis Fields section.
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Now under FactSales Karen drags SalesAmount to the Values section.

She then right-clicks on the left axis of the chart, and selects Format Axis.
Within the Format Axis dialog, she selects Number from the list on the left hand
side of the window. Under Category: she selects Currency, sets the number of
decimal places to 0.

She clicks the Close button.
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She has now completed the PowerPivot and is ready to post it to SharePoint. The
completed PowerPivot is available on SharePoint under Insights > Contoso
Gallery > Discount Analysis.
Return to main story (click to open)

Offline Instructions
If Internet is not available, perform the following steps instead of going to the
Azure Marketplace:
1. Instead of selecting From Azure Marketplace within PowerPivot, select
From Text
2. When the Table Import Wizard dialog appears, click the Browse button
3. Inside of the Open dialog, change the file type from Flat Files (*.txt) to
Comma Seperated Files (*.csv)
4. Inside the File name: text box,
enter: http://intranet.contoso.com/insights/documents and then press
Enter
5. Select the WorldDevelopmentIndicators file that appears and click Open
6. Data will now appear in the Table Import Wizard. Check the Use first
row as column headers checkbox and click Finish
7. Once the import is complete, the dialog will show Success. Press the Close
button
8. Continue the deep-dive from the last step of the Azure Marketplace portion
of the deep-dive
Return to main story (click to open)
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Enterprise content management
Delivery Time: 15-20 minutes
Objective: Showcase SharePoint Enterprise Content Management.
Summary: During this part of the scenario, participants will utilize SharePoint Document Libraries, Records Center, and set
compliance policies for managing content.
Technical Considerations: None

Karen goes into the Shared Documents library. She looks at existing documents
as a reference for the proposal she is going to create. She clicks on Content
Type > Sales Proposals.
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Engage Point:
How easy is it for your
employees to manage
content consistently and
securely across the
organization?

She is then able to look through the various sales proposals that have been
created in the past.
Return to main story (click to open)
After submitting the sales proposal, Karen receives an IM from Jeff Hay notifying
her about pending litigation around a manufacturing defect with washers and
dryers, and requesting that she place any documents pertaining to washers and
dryers on hold.

Karen clicks back into the document set. She wants to first add the document
Vincent sent to Contoso to the document set.
She will go into Documents > upload document and will upload the Excel file
that Vincent sent her.
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She can check retention policy on the document she has uploaded by clicking
the drop-down arrow next to the document name and selecting Compliance
Details.

She can see that the item is not subject to a retention policy.
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She clicks Close to return to the document set. She then clicks Manage in the
Document Set tab on the top and clicks Send to > Copy to Records Center.

She will then check the retention schedule to see how long the sales proposal
will remain in the document library. Karen navigates to Shared documents >
Library > library settings > information management policy settings > Sales
proposal document set. Karen views the information then cancels out of the
view.

Karen then navigates to the Records Center and looks in the Sales Proposal
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Talking Point:
Users have several options
when declaring a document
set as a record. They can
Copy to the Records Center,
Move to the Records Center,
or Move to the Records
Center with Link.

Karen then navigates to the Records Center and looks in the Sales Proposal
Group Documents under Libraries on the left. She is able to see that the
document set was moved to the correct folder.

She then clicks the drop-down arrow next to the Sales Proposal folder and
clicks Compliance Details. She can see that the retention schedule is now set at
the folder level.
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She will now create the hold for the litigation case. She clicks Site Actions at the
top and selects Site Settings.

She scrolls down to Hold and eDiscovery.

She clicks Discover and hold content, types datum in the search terms field,
and selects a Relevant Hold to apply.

Karen clicks Add results to hold to complete this action.
Return to main story (click to open)
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Appendix
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011
CIE 3.0 introduces Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 as a key contributor to the storyline, providing critical insights into account
history, sales forecasts, and customer interactions.
As a full-featured enterprise CRM solution, Microsoft Dynamics CRM competes with Oracle Siebel, SAP, Salesforce.com and
other solutions for the sales, marketing, and customer service workloads in enterprise organizations around the globe. Today
we have over 1.7 Million users of Dynamics CRM, deployed both on-premises and in the cloud, through Microsoft Dynamics
CRM Online.
As a key part of the CIE, we aspire to have every CIE participant learn about the availability of Microsoft Dynamics CRM, and
it’s competitive advantages over other CRM solutions. While we don’t expect you to become a Dynamics CRM specialist in
support of the inclusion in the CIE, we do need every SSP to know enough about Dynamics CRM to present select key
scenarios with confidence and to understand how to arrange for a deeper functional overview with CIE participants who
aspire to a deeper understanding of Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online.
Q - What Makes Dynamics CRM different from other CRM solutions?
A – It’s tightly integrated with other Microsoft IW solutions (including Office ( & Office 365), Outlook, SharePoint), Microsoft
development and cloud deployment solutions (.NET, Azure), and traditional Microsoft infrastructure solutions (Windows,
SQL, BizTalk, etc.)
Q – What’s the functional difference between deploying Dynamics CRM on-premises vs. in the cloud?
A – With very few exceptions, there is no functional difference between online and on-premises. We deploy the same
codebase in our own datacenters that we provide for clients for deployment in their own. Of course, on-premises
deployment of Dynamics CRM are generally licensed under a Volume License agreement and a perpetual license grant,
while CRM Online is licensed on a “per user per month” subscription basis.
Q – What other resources are available to help SPPs learn more about Dynamics CRM?
A – Compete information
The primary webpage for Dynamics CRM
Additional information on Dynamics CRM integrated with Office 365
Q – What is the best way for customers to further their introduction to Dynamics CRM?
A – No charge 30-Day trials of Dynamics CRM Online are available in 40 countries. We encourage clients to subscribe, and
experience Dynamics CRM Online first hand.
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Microsoft Project 2010
CIE 3.0 introduces Microsoft Project Server and Client 2010 as key contributors to the storyline, providing critical insights
into the…..
There is no such thing as a one size fits all project & portfolio management (PPM) solution. Project 2010, built on Microsoft
SharePoint Server 2010 offers flexibility and choice by providing tailored work management solutions for individuals, teams
and the enterprise, to effectively manage all types of work; from simple tasks to complex project and programs.
Unified Project & Portfolio Management
•Single-server with end-to-end PPM capabilities, designed to capture, select and deliver the right projects
•Take advantage of leading portfolio analysis techniques (what-if analysis) to select optimal set of projects under different
budget constraints
Simple & Intuitive User Experience
•Industry standard and most widely used desktop scheduling tool
•Familiar Fluent UI (Ribbon) on the desktop and in the browser makes adoption simple
•Simplified scheduling helps project managers easily build simple and complex schedules
•Communicate schedules in a simple, powerful way with Timeline view
Enhanced Collaboration & Reporting
•Built on SharePoint Server 2010, combining collaboration platform services and PPM execution capabilities into one
experience
•Collaboration can be achieved through Project Professional synchronization with SharePoint task lists
•Integration with Excel Services, PerformancePoint Services, Visio Services and SSRS to easily create reports and build
dashboards
Scalable & Connected Platform
•Integration with related Microsoft technologies allows for familiar, powerful work management solution with simplified IT
administration
•Enterprise scalability and high extensibility allow integration of PPM solution with line-of-business applications
Q - What is Portfolio Analysis?
A – Finding the optimal set of projects that give you the most bang-for-the-buck under different constraints such as budget
or resource (headcount). You can perform powerful what-if analysis and compare scenarios with differing budgets, resources
and project importance. In Project Server 2010, you can force important projects in/out (Force In/Out column) in situations
where projects must be included/excluded in the portfolio. For example, Jeff Hay can force in the e-CRM Solution project
and ensure that it remains even if it does not return best bang-for-buck and wouldn’t be included in the portfolio.
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Q - What is Strategic Value score?
A - A project’s strategic value score is a combination of ROI (total benefit over cost) and strategic alignment. Strategic
alignment is computed by a project’s alignment with strategic priorities (defined earlier by executives). Project Server 2010
allows companies to define and rank strategic priorities, and also drive consensus among executives.
Q - What is Efficient Frontier?

A - The Efficient Frontier curve is a visual representation of maximum value that you can capture (Y-axis) under different
budgets (X-axis). Project Server 2010 also plots your selected portfolio on the Efficient Frontier curve, allowing you to
compare your portfolio’s value capture to the optimal portfolio’s strategic value.
Q - What is Analyze Resources?
A - Similar to Cost/Budget-based Portfolio Analysis, the “Analyze Resources” feature allows the user to select optimal
portfolio of projects based on resource constraints and scenarios with differing headcount numbers.
Q - What is Prioritize Projects?
A - In this view, each row corresponds to a specific project while the columns represent qualitative alignment (None, Low,
Moderate, Strong, Extreme) with the business drivers. This allows the users to capture how well each and all projects align
with the strategic business drivers.
Q - What is Review Priorities?
A - This feature provides a view of a complete list of projects and their priority scores (as they align with the defined
Business Drivers and related importance).
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Microsoft System Center Manager
Microsoft System Center Manager 2010 & Configuration Manager 2007 R2
System Center Service Manager 2010 delivers an integrated platform for automating and adapting IT Service Management
best practices to your organization's requirements.
Service Manager can help your organization to increase productivity, reduce costs, improve resolution times, and meet
compliance standards.
Included in Service Manager are the core process management packs for incident and problem resolution, change control,
and configuration and knowledge management.
Service Manager delivers multiple benefits in the following key areas:

 User-centric support. It can improve user productivity and satisfaction while reducing support costs with its SelfService Portal.
 Datacenter management efficiency. With its CMDB and management packs, it helps reduce downtime and improve
the reliability of IT services running within your datacenter.
 Business alignment. It helps the organization align to business goals and adapt to new requirements through asset
management, compliance and risk management, and automated reporting and analysis.
System Center Configuration Manager 2007 comprehensively assesses, deploys, and updates your servers, clients, and
devices—across physical, virtual, distributed, and mobile environments. Optimized for Windows and extensible beyond, it is
the best choice for gaining enhanced insight into, and control over, your IT systems.
Built on key Microsoft technologies, such as Microsoft Windows Server Update Services (WSUS), Windows Server Active
Directory, and the Windows architecture, System Center Configuration Manager 2007 maximizes infrastructure investments
and drives greater efficiency. With Configuration Manager 2007, organizations can ensure that IT systems comply with
desired configuration states to improve availability, security, and performance network-wide.
System Center Configuration Manager provides system management tools for key IT areas:
 Asset Intelligence
Configuration Manager 2007 gives organizations better control over their IT infrastructure and assets through asset
intelligence technologies that provide IT administrators continuous visibility into what hardware and software assets
they have, who is using them, and where they are.
 Software Update Management
Configuration Manager 2007 Software Update Management simplifies the complex task of delivering and managing
updates to IT systems across the enterprise. IT administrators can deliver updates of Microsoft products, third-party
applications, custom in-house line-of-business applications, hardware drivers, and system BIOS to a variety of
devices—including desktops, laptops, servers, and mobile devices.
 Desired Configuration Management
With Configuration Manager 2007 Desired Configuration Management, organizations can ensure that IT systems
comply with desired configuration states to improve availability, security, and performance network-wide.
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 Software Distribution
Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager 2007 Software Distribution simplifies the complex task of distributing
applications and updates to desktops, servers, laptops, and mobile devices across enterprise networks.
 Operating System Deployment
Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager 2007 Operating System Deployment is a highly flexible, automated
solution that allows IT administrators to fully deploy and configure servers and desktops from any previous state,
including bare-metal deployments.
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CIE personas
On-Premise Personas
The domain for all these users is “Contoso”. For example, Karen will log-in as “Contoso\KarenB”. All users can access their
voicemail account by dialing extension 1000 (password: 1111).
The names of the characters for the Active Directory (1 for each workstation) include:
Full Name

Role

Karen Berg (Facilitator Persona) Senior Account Manager

Login

Password Extension

KarenB

ms

2221

Julian Isla

Senior Business Development Manager JulianI

ms

2033

Molly Clark

GM of Online Sales

MollyC

ms

2022

Jeff Hay

CVP of Operations

JeffH

ms

2010

Alan Steiner

Director of Project Management

AlanS

ms

2003

Erik Gubbels

Salesperson

ErikG

ms

2213

Dan Jump

Chief Executive Officer

DanJ

ms

2001

Diane Prescott

Director of Online Ad Sales

DianeP

ms

2028

Ty Carlson

Salesperson

TyC

ms

2182

Jamie Reding

Salesperson

JamieR

ms

2193

Amy Alberts

HR Manager

AmyA

ms

2031

Sanjay Shah

Chief Technology Strategist

SanjayS

ms

2188

Greg Winston

President of Management

GregW

ms

2187

Kelly Krout

Marketing Manager

KellyK

ms

2035

Alicia Thomber

Salesperson

AliciaT

ms

2227

Cassie Hicks

Director of Client Services

CassieH

ms

2183

Andy Jacobs

Senior Project Manager

AndyJ

ms

2179

Brad Sutton

Strategy Consulting Manager

BradS

ms

2030

Racy Chow

Strategy Consultant

RayC

ms

2151

Carlos Grilo

Project Manager

CarlosG

ms

2116

Lori Kane

Strategy Consultant

LoriK

ms

2062
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All users have also been configured with a Private Number. This number is not published in Active Directory. To call the
private number, replace the first number in the users extension with a 3. All user extensions begin with a 2. So if you wante d
to call Andy Jacobs’ private number you would dial 3179.
Note: Please print labels for each user’s machine with Full Name, Login, Password and Extension. Also print just the first
name in large font for the back of the laptop/monitor for the facilitator and other participants to know each participant’s
character name.

Office 365 Personas
For the Office 365 scenarios, all on-premises personas will need to switch to these new Office 365 identities:
On-Premise
Persona

Office 365
Persona

Windows
Login

Windows Office 365 Login
Password

Office 365
password

Karen Berg

Allie Bellew

AllieB

ms

AllieB@<uniquedomain>.onmicrosoft.com

pass@word1

Molly Clark

Larry Zhang

LarryZ

ms

LarryZ@<uniquedomain>.onmicrosoft.com

pass@word1

Julian Isla

Maxim Goldin

MaximG

ms

MaximG@<uniquedomain>.onmicrosoft.com

pass@word1

Jeff Hay

Steven Thrope

StevenT

ms

StevenT@<uniquedomain>.onmicrosoft.com

pass@word1

Erik Gubbels

David So

DavidS

ms

DavidS@<uniquedomain>.onmicrosoft.com

pass@word1

Dan Jump

Mike Tiano

MikeT

ms

MikeT@<uniquedomain>.onmicrosoft.com

pass@word1

Diane Prescott Renee Lo

ReneeL

ms

ReneeL@<uniquedomain>.onmicrosoft.com

pass@word1

Andy Jacobs

Henrik Jensen

HenrikJ

ms

HenrikJ@<uniquedomain>.onmicrosoft.com

pass@word1

Kelly Krout

Sven Mortensen

SvenM

ms

SvenM@<uniquedomain>.onmicrosoft.com

pass@word1

Ty Carlson

Jim Kim

JimK

ms

JimK@<uniquedomain>.onmicrosoft.com

pass@word1

Jamie Reding

Michiko Osaka

MichikoO

ms

MichikoO@<uniquedomain>.onmicrosoft.com

pass@word1

Alan Steiner

Cornelius Ang

CorneliusA ms

CorneliusA@<uniquedomain>.onmicrosoft.com pass@word1

Amy Alberts

Veronica Quek

VeronicaQ ms

VeronicaQ@<uniquedomain>.onmicrosoft.com pass@word1

Sanjay Shah

Shug San Chan

ShugSC

ms

ShugSC@<uniquedomain>.onmicrosoft.com

pass@word1

WendyT

ms

WendyT@<uniquedomain>.onmicrosoft.com

pass@word1

Greg Winston Wendy Teo
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Index
Adding Tasks to Timeline Co-author a document (on-premises); Co-author a
document (Office 365)
Alerts (SharePoint)

Create a document set (on-premises); Create a document
set (Office 365)

Analyze Resources

Project server

Arrange By... (Email)

Organize your email to increase productivity

Azure Marketplace

Enterprise business intelligence

Change the device for
this call (Lync)

Leverage unified communications

Check this slide for
changes (PowerPoint)

Use a workflow for document approval (on-premises); Use
a workflow for document approval (Office 365)

Clean Up

Organize your email to increase productivity

Co-authoring

Co-author a document (on-premises); Co-author a
document (Office 365)

Contact (Lync)

Leverage unified communications

Contact Card

Leverage unified communications

Conversation view

Organize your email to increase productivity

Copy Timeline (Project)

Co-author a document (on-premises); Co-author a
document (Office 365)

Dashboards (CRM)

Get critical customer insights

Dashboards (BI)

Study sales trends

Data Graphics

Create a document set (on-premises); Create a document
set (Office 365)

Decomposition Tree

Study sales trends

Desktop Share

Leverage unified communications

Document Sets

Create a document set (on-premises); Create a document
set (Office 365)

E911

Identify a subject matter expert

eDiscovery

Enterprise content management

Excel Services

Inspect historical inventory levels

Facebook

Stay connected with friends
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FAST Search

Use a workflow for document approval (on-premises);

Feedback and Approval

Use a workflow for document approval (on-premises); Use
a workflow for document approval (Office 365)

Flagging Email (Set Flag) View and respond to important emails

Hide Stage

Leverage unified communications

Hold

Enterprise content management

Hotmail

Manage multiple calendars easily

Ignore

Organize your email to increase productivity

IM > Voice > Video

Leverage unified communications

Legend (Visio)

Create a document set (on-premises); Create a document
set (Office 365)

Location

Identify a subject matter expert

Lync Attendee

Easily reach out to customers (on-premises); Easily reach
out to customers (Office 365)

Lync Skill Search

Identify a subject matter expert

Lync Web App

Easily reach out to customers (on-premises); Easily reach
out to customers (Office 365)

MailTips

Easily reach out to customers (on-premises)

Metadata

Create a document set (on-premises); Create a document
set (Office 365)

Metrics

Study sales trends

Milestone

Project client (on-premises); Project client (Office 365)

Microsoft Excel

Inspect historical inventory levels

Microsoft Visio

Create a document set (on-premises); Create a document
set (Office 365)

MySite

Identify a subject matter expert

Notes & Activites (CRM)

Get critical customer insights

Office365

Create a document set (Office 365)

Office Productivity Hub

Securely edit work related documents

Online Meeting

Easily reach out to customers (on-premises); Easily reach
out to customers (Office 365)

Open Schedule (Project)

Co-author a document (on-premises); Co-author a
document (Office 365)

Opportunities (CRM)

Get critical customer insights

Organizational Browser

Identify a subject matter expert

Organization Chart

Create a document set (on-premises); Create a document
set (Office 365)

Outlook Mobile

View and respond to important emails

People Hub

Stay connected with friends

People Search

Identify a subject matter expert
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Performance Point
Dashboard

Study sales trends; Inspect historical inventory levels

Pivot Chart

Enterprise business intelligence

Portfolio Analysis

Analyze portfolio prioritization; Project server

Potential Customer

Get critical customer insights

PowerPivot

Inspect historical inventory levels;Enterprise business
intelligence

PowerPoint Broadcast

Easily reach out to customers (on-premises); Easily reach
out to customers (Office 365)

PowerPoint Slides

Use a workflow for document approval (on-premises); Use
a workflow for document approval (Office 365)

Presence

Identify a subject matter expert; Get critical customer
insights

Project Center

Project server

Propose New Time

Manage multiple calendars easily

Quick Parts

Co-author a document (on-premises)

Quick steps

Use a workflow for document approval

Records Center

Enterprise content management

Reply with Meeting

Organize your email to increase productivity;
Easily reach out to customers (on-premises); Easily reach
out to customers (Office 365)

Request Control

Leverage unified communications

Request Software

Access legacy applications on-demand

Resource Allocation

Project client (on-premises)

Scheduling Conflicts

Manage multiple calendars easily

Search (Fast) and Slide
Preview

Use a workflow for document approval (on-premises)

Server mode: Read-Only

Co-author a document (on-premises); Co-author a
document (Office 365)

Share (Lync)

Leverage unified communications

Shared Documents

Create a document set (on-premises); Create a document
set (Office 365)

SharePoint Search

Identify a subject matter expert; Use a workflow for
document approval (on-premises)

SharePoint Task List

Co-author a document (on-premises); Co-author a
document (Office 365)

SharePoint Workspace

Easily reach out to customers (on-premises);
Co-author a document (on-premises); Co-author a
document (Office 365)

Site Settings
(SharePoint)

Enterprise content management
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Skill Search

Identify a subject matter expert

Slicers

Inspect historical inventory levels

Slide Libraries

Use a workflow for document approval (on-premises); Use
a workflow for document approval (Office 365)

Social Distance

Leverage unified communications

Social networking
integration

Stay connected with friends

Sparklines

Inspect historical inventory levels

Sync to Tasks List
(Project)

Project client (on-premises); Project client (Office 365)

System Center

Access legacy applications on-demand

Table Import Wizard

Enterprise business intelligence

Team Planner

Project client (on-premises); Project client (Office 365)

Team Site (Office 365)

Create a document set (Office 365)

Timeline (Project)

Co-author a document (on-premises); Co-author a
document (Office 365);
Project client (on-premises); Project client (Office 365)

Version control

Create a document set (on-premises); Create a document
set (Office 365)

View in Browser
(SharePoint)

Use a workflow for document approval (on-premises); Use
a workflow for document approval (Office 365)

View results in
SharePoint…(Lync)

Identify a subject matter expert

Visio Workflow
Visualization

Use a workflow for document approval (on-premises); Use
a workflow for document approval (Office 365)

Voicemail & Outlook
Voice Access

Organize your email to increase productivity

Voicemail Transcription

Organize your email to increase productivity

Windows Azure
Marketplace

Enterprise business intelligence

Windows Phone 7

Be productive on the go

Workflows

Use a workflow for document approval (on-premises); Use
a workflow for document approval (Office 365)

Workplace

Get critical customer insights
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Initial setup
Purpose: The Customer Immersion Experience platform provides a solution to those in the field who need to deploy and
setup a clean and fully-configured, lab-like environment used to engage their customers in an interactive manner.
Setup Time: The estimated time to deploy this platform is somewhat dependent upon the hardware available, but is
expected to take one full day the first time deployed. This estimate includes setup of the VMs, client deployment to each
of the physical machines, Cloud environment provisioning, and quick tests to verify successful deployment.
Other Considerations: In addition to this one-time platform setup, a platform refresh must be completed before each
customer briefing. Please allow for enough time between customer briefings to roll back server Virtual Machines, deploy
client images again and to make the necessary customizations for the next customer briefing. The estimated time to
refresh the platform should be reduced because the Virtual Machine environment will already be in place. Reference the
Startup section for complete instructions for a platform refresh.
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Network diagram
The Customer Immersion Experience platform includes the following elements:
 Large flat screen monitor or screen in the front of the room onto which images from the facilitator’s PC are projected
 Hyper-V server to host the virtual machines listed below:
o CIE-SRV-00 VM: Windows Server 2008 R2 - Forefront UAG 2010
o CIE-SRV-01 VM: Windows Server 2008 R2 - Active Directory Services / Windows Deployment Services / App-V
o CIE-SRV-02 VM: Windows Server 2008 R2 - Lync / SQL Server 2008 / Dynamics CRM 2011
o CIE-SRV-03 VM: Windows Server 2008 R2 - Exchange Server 2010 SP1
o CIE-SRV-04 VM: Windows Server 2008 R2 - SharePoint Server 2010 / SQL Server 2008 R2 – PowerPivot/ Project
Server 2010
o CIE-SRV-05 VM: Windows Server 2008 R2 - System Center Service Manager 2010/ System Center
Configuration Manager 2007 R2
 Windows 7 client image stored on CIE-SRV-01 to be broadcast out to the notebook, netbook or the other client
machines to be used by session attendees.
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Hardware requirements
Workstations should be identical to allow the ability to automate deployment.
Network Equipment:
 16 port Gigabit Ethernet switch
 Wireless Access Point / Router (802.11 G or N)
 As many Cat5E cables needed to connect the number of client machines, telephony equipment, network devices, and
of course the host server itself.
Unified communication / telephony hardware requirements:
 Polycom CX 100 and / or CX 500 and / or CX 600
 Polycom RoundTable CX5000 or Polycom CX3000

Host Server minimum hardware requirements:
 Intel Xeon 3.0 GHz
 2xNIC (Gigabit preferred)
 Processor: 4x XEON WC 3.0 GHz
 Memory: 32GB RAM (24GB minimum)
 Hard disk: 2 x 72 GB no RAID, 500 GB (RAID 0+1)
 Windows Server 2008 R2 64bit
Client minimum hardware requirements:
 Intel Pentium
 2GB RAM (4 GB or more if using 64-bit platform)
 40GB hard drive
 Webcam (Recommend using LifeCam VX-6000)
 Headset (Recommend using LifeChat ZX-6000)
See the Appendix for detailed information regarding hardware recommendations.
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Software included
CIE Server(s) Software:
 Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2®
 Microsoft Exchange Server 2010®
 Microsoft SharePoint Server 2010®
 Microsoft Project Server 2010®
 Microsoft SQL Server 2008®
 Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2®
 Microsoft Lync®
 Microsoft Application Virtualization (App-V) 4.6
 Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011®
 Microsoft System Center Service Manager 2010®
 Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager 2007 R2®
CIE Client Software:
 Windows 7® Enterprise operating system SP1 (32- and 64-bit)
 Microsoft Application Virtualization (App-V) 4.6
 Microsoft Office® Pro Plus 2010
 Microsoft Office® PowerPivot for Excel Add-in 2010
 Microsoft Visio 2010®
 Microsoft Project 2010®
 Microsoft Lync®
 SharePoint Workspace 2010®
Windows & Office Activation:
The entire CIE 3.0 platform is meant to be deployed before each CIE session, thus there is no need to activate the
clients or servers. The servers in this release are left with only a single re-arm. It is required that the entire environment
have a snapshot taken immediately after copying them to the Host machine. At the conclusion of each CIE session, the
servers can then be rolled back to this pristine snapshot. It is recommended that after each CIE session, the entire
platform of VMs within Hyper-V be restored so that before the next session the VMs are running in an untouched state.
This will prevent any activation warnings from appearing beyond the grace period(s) - as well as removing any remaining
content (malicious or otherwise) from the previous CIE customer briefing.
If for some reason the platform must be activated (not to be confused with the Windows Server 2008 R2 Evaluation
activation), which is outside the intended deployment scenario for a CIE session, then keys may be obtained from MSPKD
(Windows 7 Enterprise VLK Lab) for Microsoft internal employees and online through either MSDN or TechNet for
certified partners.
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Unpacking virtual machines
The CIE environment is compressed using a technology called VM Express to reduce the distributable file size of the content.
This software will need to be run to unpack the virtual machines and supporting materials. The size of the compressed
package is 41 GB, the deployed environment is approximately 213 GB.
This package will be distributed via download or hard drives in some circumstances. To begin the process please locate the
media and run the Setup.exe.
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From the Welcome screen select Next.

Read the End User License Agreement, click I Agree then select Next.
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Select a Folder to install the CIE environment to and select Next.

Select Next from the Confirm Installation page.

The content will now be unpacked to the selected directory. For future deployments please retain the entire VM Express
package.
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Server configuration
On the physical host server, launch the Server Manager if it is not already running. Drill down into Roles > Hyper-V >
Hyper-V Manager and select the host machine name.
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Create the virtual network(s)
To setup the Virtual Networks, you will need to have two separate Network Cards. Each of these cards will be mapped to
two separate Virtual Networks. One network will be used for internal communication with the servers and the Laptops. The
other network provides internet access to the environment.
Create a new network for CIE Virtual Machines by clicking Virtual Network Manager under Actions.

Select New virtual network and then External under Create virtual network and then click Add.
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Name the new virtual network CIE Private Virtual Network (It is important to use the exact same name for the in order
to avoid having to re-assign IP address to network adapters within the VMs). Select External and then choose the
appropriate network adapter that will bridge this virtual network to the physical LAN and thus the client machines, phones
and other devices.

Note: This network should be isolated / segmented and not shared with other Active Directory or DHCP servers that could
conflict with those network services running from within the CIE platform.
Click OK
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Bridging the virtual network to a LAN/ WLAN
Once you have created the virtual networks within Hyper-V, you need to locate that NIC on the physical host machine being
used, and connect an Ethernet cable to the network switch you have chosen to use for this CIE environment. Once you have
connected to the correct physical NIC adapter on the host machine to the Ethernet switch, you can then patch the switch to
the wireless access point (WAP) of your choosing. Each WAP has its own configuration steps and you should consult the
manual for the WAP you have chosen. We do recommend enabling WPA2 security on the WAP, in order to reduce the
chance of rogue clients connecting within range which may reduce performance, or worse, cause harm to the CIE
environment while in use.
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Enabling internet access
Forefront Unified Access Gateway server (CIE-SRV-00) has been added to the CIE 3.0 platform and appears in the Network
diagram earlier. This addition to the platform will provide several welcomed features that did not exist in previous versions.
1. Provide a simple and secure method to connect the platform to the Internet.
2. Allow Contoso users to sign into CONTOSO domain resources that are published through UAG properly.
3. Enable us to showcase UAG within a CIE scenario in the future w/o having to distribute a new VM over via a VM
Express download.
You will need the following information before continuing with the below configuration changes to the platform.
 IP address to be used on the external interface of the UAG server CIE-SRV-00
 Subnet mask to be used on the external interface of the UAG server CIE-SRV-00
 Default gateway to be used on the external interface of the UAG server CIE-SRV-00
 Primary and Secondary DNS server IP addresses to be used as forwarders on CIE-SRV-01
CIE-SRV-00 will need to be setup with 2 virtual network adapters within Hyper-V.
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If you do not already have the External Network in place, then please reference the section above Create the virtual
network(s) on adding a new virtual network in Hyper-V. You will repeat these same steps, except this time selecting a 2nd
hardware NIC to bind to this External Network. (The new virtual network must be named External Network).
This hardware NIC will be connected to a separate LAN which has access to the internet, where the TCP/IP configuration
settings are readily available, as we will need them for configuration within the CIE-SRV-00 VM, in a moment.

Once both virtual networks have been created and bound to their own separate physical NICs in the host server, it's time to
login to the CIE-SRV-00 VM (as CONTOSO\administrator) and configure TCP/IP on the external interface.
Determine which interface is the external virtual network, and then right click on it to find the Properties menu.
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Select Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/IPv4) and then click Properties.

Here you will find the IP address settings within the development environment that need to be changed to fit your own LAN
settings. Change the IP address, Subnet mask, and Default gateway to match that if your LAN and click OK.

It is recommended to reboot CIE-SRV-00 once these changes are completed.
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Now, login to CIE-SRV-01 (as CONTOSO\administrator) where the DNS service is running and launch the DNS management
console from the start menu.

Right click on the CIE-SRV-01 server name and pull down to select the Properties from the context menu.

Select the Forwarders tab
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Select the Forwarders tab

Click Edit in order to delete the existing entries and replace with the DNS servers within your LAN.

Clicks OK once finished and then restart CIE-SRV-01.
Once both CIE-SRV-00 and CIE-SRV-01 configuration changes have been made and both VMs restarted, it may take up to
5 minutes before internet traffic is enabled to the entire platform. You can either wait for internet access to be detected or
choose to manually restart the remaining VMs and clients.
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Importing the virtual machines
Click Import Virtual Machines under Actions. The following steps are written for Windows Server 2008 R2 – Hyper-V
functionality.
In the event that Windows Server 2008 (non R2) Hyper-V deployments, as Hyper-V in Windows Server 2008 does not
provide the ability to copy the VMs during import, follow these instructions Optional: exporting each of the virtual
machines
Once the VM Express extraction process has completed, copy all of the virtual machines files to a separate location (preferably high
performance drive) where you intend to run the CIE platform. This will preserve the set of original files that were extracted from VM
Express. Once the copy has completed, you will import the newly copied VMs into Hyper-V following the steps outlined below.

Click Browse to locate the VM (e.g. CIE-SRV-01-2010) folder where you copied the virtual machines.
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Click on Select Folder

Be sure to select Move or restore the virtual machine (use the unique ID).
Click Import
Notice: You may receive a warning message if you have not created the virtual networks as outlined above in the Create
the virtual network(s) section.
Repeat this process for each of the CIE-SRV-0x virtual machines.
Once you finish with the import you should review a few of the settings for each virtual machine.
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Open the Settings menu and ensure the CIE Private Virtual Network that was created above is assigned to each virtual
machine Network Adapter.

While in the settings window for each of the VMs, we can allocate the memory for each of the VMs. Select Memory while in
the Settings window and enter the corresponding amount of RAM based upon the tables above.
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The memory may not be the same in each environment as it depends on the total amount of memory available on the host
server. The following tables provide recommendation for host machines with => 32GB of RAM and a separate table for host
servers with only 24GB of RAM, respectively.
Machine

Required/Optional

if =>32GB total

CIE-SRV-00

Optional
(Required for Internet)

1.5 GB

CIE-SRV-01

Required

2 GB

CIE-SRV-02

Required

8 GB

CIE-SRV-03

Required

3 GB

CIE-SRV-04

Required

10 GB

CIE-SRV-05

Optional

2.5 GB

N/A

4 GB

Host OS

Machine

Required/Optional if = 24GB total

CIE-SRV-00

Required

1.5 GB

CIE-SRV-01

Required

1.5 GB

CIE-SRV-02

Required

6 GB

CIE-SRV-03

Required

2 GB

CIE-SRV-04

Required

8 GB

CIE-SRV-05

N/A

-

Host OS

N/A

4 GB

Click OK to close the Settings window and repeat these steps for each of the VMs that have been imported into the Hyper-V
Manager.
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Starting the virtual machines
If you are not running Windows Server 2008 R2 as your host OS then please be sure you have Exported the VM before you
start that VM for the first time (see step above). Start a VM, by selecting the VM within the Hyper -V Manager and then click
Start from the Actions menu below.

Depending upon the host server platform and configuration in Hyper-V you may receive a message upon startup for the
first time in the VMs. The message is triggered by a new HAL that has been detected by the VM on the Hyper -V host
machine.
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Even if not asked to restart the VMs, it is highly recommended, as many services may not have started successfully the first
time. The order in which the VMs are restarted is important this time around. Please restart the VMs in the following order
and wait at least 3 minutes before restarting each VM.
1. CIE-SRV-00
2. CIE-SRV-01
3. CIE-SRV-02
4. CIE-SRV-03
5. CIE-SRV-04
6. CIE-SRV-05

Once your clean image is back up and running you will need to take a snapshot of each VM as your baseline. This snapshot
can then be rolled back to after the completion of each CIE session. Two Powershell Scripts have been written and included
with the downloads to help facilitate taking and rolling back the snapshots.
Once the snapshots have been taken, you will then need to run the Re -arm command to get your grace period extended for
activation.
Login to each server in sequential order.
Open a Command Prompt

Type slmgr /rearm and wait for the dialog box to come back stating that the command completed successfully.
Reboot the server.

You are now ready to move forward with your CIE session.
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Deploying client images
To get to this point, all physical and virtual networking to the clients must be assembled properly. CIE-SRV-01 VM contains
the Active Directory, DHCP, DNS and the Windows Deployment Services roles.

Enable Multicast
If you will be deploying multiple images to clients simultaneously it's recommend that you enable Multicast on CIE -SRV-01
under Windows Deployment Services. Doing so will considerably reduce the time that is needed to deploy the client images.
Log into CIE-SRV-01 and click Windows Deployment Services located on the Start Menu.
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Using the Windows Deployment Services management console, expand Servers -> CIE-SRV-01.contoso.com

Right click Multicast Transmissions and click Create Multicast Transmission…
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Using the Create Multicast Transmission Wizard, type a name on the Transmission Name window, and then click Next.

On the Image Selection window, ensure CIE Windows 7 image is selected and click Next.

On the Multicast Type window, select Scheduled-Cast. Enable the option Start when the number of clients that have
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On the Multicast Type window, select Scheduled-Cast. Enable the option Start when the number of clients that have
requested the image is: Change the Threshold to the number of clients you will be deploying to your laptops/desktop.
Click Next

On the Operation Complete windows click Finish.

Start client deployment
Turn on the client machine and press F12 to boot from the network. (You may need to adjust settings in the BIOS on the
physical client machine if you don't have the option to boot from the network)

When asked to Choose an operating system to start: select Deploy Image
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The clients will reboot automatically.

Machine names will be auto-generated and laptops should be members of the Contoso domain for this process to be
completed successfully.
Before running the CIE environment, ensure all machines have the necessary drivers. The steps below are one option for
obtaining them. If the necessary drivers are installed, then go ahead and log onto the machines. However, if the machine
does not reach the CIE Win7 image installation stage and an error occurs regarding network support, then you must follow
the steps in Driver injection for the deploy image.

Note: Each client machine will need to be refreshed with a new image before each CIE session.
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Driver injection into boot image
This section is necessary only for those experiencing difficulties deploying the CIE Client image. If you have successfully
deployed the Client image, you can disregard the steps for Driver Injection.
If after a PXE boot you receive an error and are unable to deploy the Client image, the most likely cause is lack of driver
support in the boot image. To add drivers to the boot image follow the steps below.
1. We will choose to download and install drivers for the HP EliteBook 8540w

2. Once the driver package is downloaded, we can extract it to whatever location (I will choose the desktop).
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3. Open the Server Manager and expand the Windows Deployment Services role down through the Drivers folder. Right
click on the Drivers folder and choose Add Driver Package…

4. Select all driver packages from a folder and then Browse for the folder location where the drivers have been
extracted. Notice that we drilled down to the specific platform folder for Windows 7 32bit, which is necessary for the
CIE Windows 7 image.
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5. Note the driver package that was found before clicking Next.

6. Click Next again and Next again before reaching the Driver Groups screen in the wizard.
7. If you plan to upload other drivers for this hardware platform, then you can choose to create a new driver group, but
selecting Do not put the driver packages in a driver group at this time is fine, before clicking Next.

8. Finally clicking on Finish before restarting the CIE-SRV-01 VM.
You should now be able to boot up your client hardware platform for which that driver is associated, and begin the client
image deployment process.
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Verify a successful deployment
The following action items are suggested steps to take to ensure your CIE environment is working properly before a
customer session.
Recommendation: Go through each step during your CIE Setup and practice runs the day before a customer session so
you will have time to troubleshoot and fix any issues.
1. Log into each server VM using the following account
a. User: Administrator
b. Password: pass@word1
1. Check each server for failed services. Primarily CIE-SRV-01, CIE-SRV-02 and CIE-SRV-03. Ensure all services set to
Automatic or Automatic (Delayed Start) are started, and start any that are not already started.
1. Log into each client as a minimum of two users, rebooting after each login.

If unable to login to client machines after deployment, remove and add machine back to the Contoso domain.
a. Open Outlook and make sure it connects to Exchange. Send an E-mail to another user and check status of the
email message using OWA at https://mail.contoso.com/owa/.
b. Sign into Lync
c. Start Online Meeting and test Roundtable and Web Cams
d. Call another user using Lync/phone/speaker phone
e. Open portal site.
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Capturing a client image
Before the capture process begins we must first take care of the grace periods for both Windows and Office applications
that are installed onto the client image (see Windows & Office Activation). Windows activation will be re-armed through
the Sysprep process that will occur just before we reboot and begin the capture process. However, Office must be re-armed
manually.
The process will follow this order:
1. Prepare client image as you see fit within your environment.
a. Installed which ever specific hardware drivers for your client hardware platform
b. Or perhaps other 3rd party applications
c. Or maybe customized backgrounds, icons, themes on the client.
2. Rearm Office
3. Sysprep Windows
4. Reboot to F12 in order to begin capture

Open the Windows Task Manager.
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Select the Show processes from all users button in the bottom left corner.

Click on the Processes tab in order to view, select and end all Microsoft Office applications that may be running in the
background. (notice ONENOTEM.EXE below)
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Once all Office applications are closed, we are ready to begin the sysprep process. Open an elevated command prompt

cd \Program Files
cd Common*
cd Micro*
cd OfficeSof*

Until you are at the c:\Program Files\Common Files\Microsoft Shared\OfficeSoftwareProtectionPlatform\
Enter ospprearm.exe in order to rearm Office 2010 licenses.
cd sysprep and then sysprep
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Select OOBE and the checkbox next to Generalize and then choose Shutdown before clicking OK.

Start the client machine and hit F12 in order to PXE boot off of the LAN where you can then choose to Capture the client
image.
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Startup
Purpose: These tasks need to be completed before each customer briefing.
Startup Time: Allow at a minimum 4 hours before each session for these startup procedures.
Other Considerations: None
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Resetting the CIE platform
It is recommended that you always start with a clean copy of CIE before each session. This includes all virtual machines and
the client images. If we always start with a clean environment, then the facilitator will always know what to expect, as well as
the clients should always have the same user experience. Attempting to undo the changes that occurred in a previous
session is a difficult and risky task, as something could easily be overlooked and have cascading affects within any of the
provided scenarios.
Resetting the platform can be accomplished in several ways. Please review all suggested options and pick the one that best
fits your situation.

Please read the Windows & Office Activation section before adopting any of the options below. You should also have a
good understanding of Hyper-V Snapshots.

Option One – manually delete and copy VMs before importing again
After the session has ended you will need to delete the virtual machines within Hyper-V, delete the associated files off the
file system. Import the VMs following the steps outline in the Importing the virtual machines section above. Once the
virtual machines have been imported, you must redeploy the client image to the laptops.
To delete the virtual machine from Hyper-V open Hyper-V Manager, and select the virtual machine you wish to delete, and
click Delete located in the Actions pane.
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Repeat this process for the remaining CIE-SRV-xx virtual machines.
High-level overview of the process above:
1.
2.
3.
4.

After session, delete virtual machines from Hyper-V and file system
Before next session re-copy virtual machines
Import all virtual machines
Deploy the clients

Option Two - Using snapshots without activation
If timing is critical and performing a full copy of the VMs back to the machine each time is not feasible, you can leverage the
Snapshot feature within Hyper-V to snapshot each Virtual Machine and then roll back to a pristine state at the conclusion of
each session.
Due to synchronization issues between each of the VMs and the Domain Controller, we only support snapshots if all Virtual
Machines have had snapshots taken at the same time.
To help facilitate this process, we have created two PowerShell scripts: SnapShot VMs.ps1 and Rollback VMs.ps1

When you have your environment ready to take a snapshot of the environment, you can use the SnapShot VMs.ps1 file to
snapshot all CIE VMs.
Simply right-click on the SnapShot VMs.ps1 file that you downloaded and click "Run with PowerShell"
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You should then see a Powershell window pop up that tells you the progress of each machine being reimaged. It is
important that you not close this window until it has completely finished.

At the conclusion of each session you can roll-back the snapshots by running the Rollback VMs.ps1. This script will reset all
of the virtual machines to their prior state. Keep in mind that in doing so, you will also need to reimage the laptops.
Simply right-click on the Rollback Snapshot VMs.ps1 file that you downloaded and click "Run with Powershell"

If you decide to use the add/remove domain option on the client, be sure to check each client for any sings of the previous
session. This includes but not limited to OST file, IE history, Desktop, My Documents, etc… Review the Deploying client
images section on using Multicast.

Option 2b - Manually taking and applying snapshots
If you would rather take and apply your snapshots manually, you can also follow the below steps:
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To take a Snapshot, open Hyper-V Manager and select the virtual machine. Next, click Snapshot located in the Action
pane. Repeat for all CIE virtual machines.

To revert back to this state after your CIE session has finished, open Hyper-V Manager. Under the Snapshots pane select
the server name and click Apply located in the Actions pane. DO NOT click Delete Snapshot.

You will receive an Apply Snapshot warning dialog window with three options. Select the Apply option.
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You will receive an Apply Snapshot warning dialog window with three options. Select the Apply option.

Repeat this process for all CIE virtual machines.

High-level overview of process above:
1. Chose an import option and import virtual machines
2. Before starting the virtual machines take a snapshot of each virtual machine
3. Deploy client
4. Before next session Apply snapshot on each virtual machine
5. Redeploy client or add /remove to domain
6. Don't forget the CIE virtual machines only have a 10 day grace period in this situation
Optional - Activate your servers after import
Once the virtual machines have been imported you will need to start all virtual machines. (you will need to have internet
access on each of the virtual machines you plan to activate) To activate the virtual machines please read and follow the steps
outlined in the section Windows & Office Activation. After activation, you will need to shut down each virtual machine.
With the virtual machines in the off state, take a snapshot of each virtual machine using the Hyper-V Manager. It's
important that you take a snapshot of all virtual machines. After you have finished taking a snapshot you can start each
virtual machine and deploy the client image. After your CIE session is over and before your next session you will want to
apply the snapshot on each virtual machine. This will rollback virtual machine and essentially rest the CIE environment. You
will need to redeploy the client images or remove and add them back to the contoso.com domain. Because we activated
each of the virtual machines, you will have a 180 day evaluation period. Please note that the evaluation period starts as soon
as you activate, applying the snapshot will not rest the 180 day evaluation period.
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Configuring Windows Phone 7 device(s)
In order to begin the Windows Phone 7 device configuration you must have completed the steps within the Server
configuration section, the Deploying client images section and the Bridging the virtual network to a LAN/WLAN
section. The Windows Phone 7 device will connect over the wireless LAN (WLAN) that was bridged to the Contoso LAN.
Note: Configuring each Windows Phone 7 device may take anywhere from 10 to 30 minutes to complete. Please allow for
enough time in the setup process.
We must first connect to the WLAN on the device by swiping left in order to reach the list of applications on the device.
Scroll down until we can select Settings.

In the settings screen we will select Wi-Fi and look for the name of the WLAN that has been setup and configured already.
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Select that WLAN and then enter a password if necessary, before selecting done.
Now we can begin the installation and configuration of the Outlook/Exchange mailbox on the device.
Press the start button to get back to the home screen and swipe left again in order to find the settings option. This time
under settings, we will select email & accounts and then choose add an account.

Select Outlook as the account type and then enter the email address of the account you want to configure (e.g.
karenb@contoso.com), followed by that user’s password (in this case, ms) and then select sign in. This user’s email,
contacts and calendar should begin to sync onto the device. Repeat these steps for Julian Isla…
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…in order to show the scheduling conflict in the All Up story as well as the email alerts. If you would like to show a
scheduling conflict with another calendar (e.g. Hotmail) then you will need to verify the CIE platform has Internet access,
setup the personal email account and calendar on the device and then create events on that personal account’s calendar
which conflict with those already configured in Outlook.

Note: In order to display emails from the past that were sent when the platform was configured, you must configure each
of the email accounts (under Settings) that have been setup and choose to Download email from any time.
Once the email accounts have been configured on the WP7 device, we can move onto the SharePoint configuration within
the Office Hub. Swipe left from the Start Screen in order to scroll through the Applications list and select Office. In the
Office Hub, swipe left until you find SharePoint. Select the open URL button in order to enter
http://intranet/hrweb/shared documents/ (be sure not to use the fully qualified domain name in the URL here).
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Also note that if you want to show the Social Networking aspect of the Windows Phone 7 using Facebook, you will need to
create an account for Karen Berg as well as any other users you’d like to show was Karen’s friends. To configure this, from
the Start Screen, select People, then set up account. Select the account type and follow the steps to add the account to
the Windows Phone 7.

Note: If you are planning to use only one WP7 in the environment, consider utilizing a Macro Webcam like IPEVO Point 2
View USB Document Camera to make it easier for the participants to follow (see more information in the Hardware
recommendations section in the Appendix).
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Office 365 registration and configuration
Important: SharePoint Online search may not index in time if the tenant is configured right before the session. Since the
indexer runs on a set schedule, the tenant should be configured as far in advance as possible.

Trial Signup
Click Office 365 Trial Setup icon on the CIE-SRV-01 server desktop to download and launch the Office 365 provisioning
application.

The download is around 12MB.

When the application launches, click Sign Up for Trial
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The application will launch the Trial sign up form with several pre-populated fields

Fill in remaining fields : Email Address, New Domain Name, & Verification. Then click I Accept and Continue. Do not
change the New Microsoft Online Services ID or Password fields.
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The trial will begin setting up services. All services must complete before moving on to the next step of the trial, which can
take up to 10 minutes in some instances. Click the Check Status button to test if the services have been setup.

Once the Check Status verifies the services are complete, you will be able to proceed. Click Provision Users to begin user
setup. This step will complete automatically and can take up to 10 minutes

Click Send Emails once the button becomes available.
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Click Send Emails once the button becomes available.

Once the emails have provisioned, click Site Builder to continue with the SharePoint portal provisioning.
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Site Builder will open and verify credentials. You will see the following screen upon the successful loading of the tool. Cli ck
Next to continue.

The content package will be loaded and verified. Click Next.

The setup will now validate for availability the SharePoint portal that is assigned to the Office 365 trial. Click Run Setup
Now.

Click Yes on the confirmation box to begin provisioning of the Team Site.
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Click Yes on the confirmation box to begin provisioning of the Team Site.

Site Builder will begin provisioning the Team Site.

Upon successful completion of the Site Builder process, you will see "Setup Complete!" message; click Next to continue.
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On the CIE Setup Successful screen, select the Go to the site collection … checkbox and click Exit.

At the Team Site, ensure that all elements of the portal provisioned properly. The URL for the new site collection should
appear as: https://<uniquedomain>.onmicrosoft.com.
If Site Builder reports failures, after clicking Exit the provisioning tool will re-enable the Site Builder button. Click Site
Builder to try again if desired.
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Ensure that the user group for access by Office 365 personas has been provisioned.

Check the provisioning shell and make sure that the final entry states that SiteBuilder has exited with status:
CompletedWithSuccess..., then exit the shell.
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Office 365 client setup
Important: You must you log out of the on-premises persona before logging in as an Office 365 persona because of a
known issue with headset usage within Lync.

Perform the following setup for all Office 365 personas with the exception of David So.
Since David So is a kiosk worker, he will not have Lync or Outlook setup on his client machine, and he will access SharePoint
and OWA through the Microsoft Online portal. For David So you need to perform only Office 365 setup at the bottom of
this page.
Lync Client Setup Script
After the login, Lync will initially load with someone@example.com as the Sign -in address. Do not change this address or
click Sign In -- the script will launch automatically.

As the script runs, you will see Lync populate the information for the user including the Sign -in address (e.g.
michikoo@uniquedomain.onmicrosoft.com), user information, and 15 contacts. At this point, Lync setup will be complete.
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If you get a Lync - Sign In alert, click Always trust this server... and click Connect.

Outlook Client Setup
Click on the Outlook icon in the menu tray.
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Click Next to proceed to email setup.

On the Add New Account screen, ensure that the user name is populated on the correct unique domain and not on
contoso.com. If it comes up as contoso.com, remove that and replace with the correct unique domain information.
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Click Next and enter the password (pass@word1) and select Remember my credentials before clicking OK

Click Finish to complete email setup.
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Outlook will now open, and you will see a window to set up CRM. Click Cancel.

On the Help Protect and Improve Microsoft Office security window, click Don’t make changes

If you get prompted for the user's name and initials, click OK to accept pre-populated information
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Office 365 Portal Setup
Open Internet Explorer, which will take you to the Microsoft Online portal.
Type in the user name (e.g. michikoo@uniquedomain.onmicrosoft.com) and password: pass@word1

You are now taken to the user's online services home page where the user can navigate to the SharePoint site (via the Visit
SharePoint Home link under the Team Site heading) and open OWA (under the Outlook heading).
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Additional accounts
1. A valid Windows Live ID is needed to complete the optional Enterprise business intelligence supplement
2. Register this Windows Live ID on Azure Marketplace: http://datamarket.azure.com
3. Add a valid Windows Live account to WP7:
a. From the Live Tile home screen, swipe left to view the list of applications. Scroll down to Settings, tap on Settings and
then tap email & accounts
b. Tap add an account and select Windows Live
c. Click Next to proceed
d. Enter your Windows Live ID in the Windows Live ID box
e. Enter your Windows Live password in the Password box
f. Tap sign in
4. Create and configure Facebook® user accounts for Karen Berg and Jeff Hay if facilitating the optional Stay connected
with friends scenario. To add a Facebook® account to WP7:
a. From the Live Tile home screen, tap People tile
b. Tap set up account
c. Tap Facebook
d. Enter a valid Facebook account Email address and Password
e. Tap sign in
5. Create and configure a Hotmail account for Karen to use in the Be productive on the go scenario.
a. Create a recurring daily appointment called "Drop off Kids" for 8-9am in her Hotmail account.
b. Configure this Hotmail account on Karen's WP7 device from email & accounts screen
6. Create and configure a Hotmail (or another web mail) account for Vincent to use in the Connect with customers
scenarios.
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Other considerations
Un-imaged device
In the Connect with customers scenario, you will need one un-imaged client device without Lync client installed to
showcase how an external attendee (Vincent) would join a Lync meeting. Have the user acting as Vincent log into the preconfigured Hotmail account to which the meeting request will be sent.

Additional tasks
1. Launch Lync client on each machine before the session because it could take as long as 25 minutes after opening Lync
for "View results in SharePoint..." to show up at the bottom of the Search box in Lync in the Communicate in real time
section
2. Open the Excel party list from the WP7 device. This document needs to be opened from the WP7 device so it can be
used later in the Securely edit work related documents scenario.
a. Tap Office Hub tile
b. Swipe left twice to the SharePoint screen
c. Tap open URL
d. Enter http://intranet/hrweb/shared documents
e. Open Office_Party_Attendance_List
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Configure System Center
Important: It may take up to 30 minutes after re-setting the CIE platform for System Center to recognize the client machine.
This section will walk you through configuring System Center Configuration Manager and requesting a Virtual Application
using System Center Service Manager Self-Service Portal. It’s recommended that the configuration steps be done well in
advanced of your CIE session.
Log into CIE-SRV-05 using the Contoso\Administrator account. Once logged in, from the Task Bar click ConfigMgr Console.

Once the Configuration Manager Console opens, expand Site Database, Site Management, CIE – Contoso Corporate, Site
Settings, and Discovery Methods.
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Under Discovery Methods, double click Active Directory System Discovery.

From the Active Directory System Discovery Properties window click
Under Location select Custom LDAP or GC query, and click Browse.
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From the Select New Container window select Computers and click OK.

Click OK on the New Active Directory Container window.
Select LDAP://OU=Contoso Server, DC=con… and click delete. You should only have the entry that was just added in the
list.
From the Active Directory System Discovery Properties window, click the Polling Schedule tab.
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Check Run discovery as soon as possible option and click OK.

Note: The SCCM agents will now be installed on all client machines. This will take up to 10min or longer to
complete. Review Task Manager for the following processes to help determine if the agent is being installed.
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Once setup has completed, check Control Panel for the following. It is also recommended to reboot the client machines.

Return to the Configuration Manager Console and expand Computer Management, Collections. Right click on All
Workstation or Professional Systems and select properties.
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Click the Membership Rules tab and uncheck Update the collection on a schedule. Click OK

Under Actions click Refresh. Once the refresh finishes, all client computers should be listed.
With the agent now installed, users can request software from the Self-Service Portal. To do this, follow the following steps.
From the client, open https://scsmportal/enduser in Internet Explorer.
From the Self-Service Portal, click the Request software link.
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Under Software, select Microsoft Access 2003 and click Next.

Under Justification add any comments and click Next.
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From the Summary page click Submit.

Note: Availability to the virtual application could take up to 10 minutes before it’s available to the client.
Users can now launch the Virtual Application by selecting Microsoft Office Access 2003 located under All Programs,
Microsoft Office.
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Optional: Apple Macintosh setup
Optionally, an Apple computer can be added to the CIE environment. Follow these steps to set up an Apple Mac.

Apple Macintosh Setup
Since OS X cannot be reimaged after each CIE session, you need to start with a fresh install of OS X every time, either by
starting with a new Mac or doing a format and OS X reinstall on an existing Mac.

Follow the OS X installation and configuration wizard, and make note of the Administrator user name and password, which
you will need when you join the Mac to the Contoso domain.
Once installation completes, select System Preferences from the Apple menu.
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Select Accounts inside the System Preferences Panel.

Select Login Options below the list of users. Clicking the lock in the bottom right of the panel to authenticate with the
Administrator Username and Password that was created during the OS X set up. Set Automatic Login to off. Click Join…
next to the Network Account Server option.

Click the Plus icon to add a new Active Directory Server…
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Enter in the CIE server address and administrator credentials. The AD Admin Password is pass@word1.

Click OK. The Mac is now connected to the Contoso.com Active Directory.

Log out as the Administrator on the Mac so that you can login as one of the Contoso.com personas.
Note: Since the Mac can not be reimaged after each CIE session and Outlook and Communicator will not automatically
provision each time a different user logs in, the best practice is to set the Mac up as a specific persona not used elsewhere in
the CIE -- Kelly Krout with username KellyK and password ms. You can use a clean up script that can be downloaded and
made to run at login to automatically delete files they may have been downloaded or saved to Kelly's Desktop, Downloads
and Documents folders. (Alternately, you can manually clean out these folders after each session.)
To set the clean up the script to run every time an attendee logs in as Kelly, first download the script from
http://sellmsbpi.com and place it in the MacintoshHD root folder.
Next, while logged in as Kelly Krout, go to System Preferences > Accounts, and then click Login Items. Navigate to the
folder where the Cleanup script was placed, and select it.
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Install Office 2011 for Mac on the Mac to enable the use of Outlook, Word and PowerPoint scenarios in the CIE. Since there
is no provided image of OS X, you will need to install it manually, and will need to enter a Key to unlock Office 2011 for Mac.

After Office 2011 is installed, open Outlook and click Tools > Accounts to add a new account.

Click Exchange Account and enter in Kelly Krout’s Active Directory information.

Note: You may have to enter the server information if prompted.
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Note: If you get a Verify Certificate prompt, click Continue.

Launch Microsoft Communicator from the Applications Folder to start its set up process, and enter in Kelly’s Contoso login
information.

Note: Communicator may not connect because it will require a X509 Anchor Cert. The following workaround will fix this
issue for Snow Leopard OS X 10.6 or later:

1. Open Keychain Access (Applications/Utilities)
2. Open to MacintoshHD > System > Library > Keychains. The X509Anchors Cert is in this folder.
3. Drag the X509 Cert from this folder into the login Keychains. If prompted, enter the Mac administrator username and
password.

4. When prompted, click Always Trust this Cert.
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Open Safari and select Safari > Preferences.

Set the Home page to http://intranet.contoso.com. Quit Safari and restart it.
When prompted, enter Kelly’s Contoso Login information.

After intranet.contoso.com is loads you’ll need to install Microsoft Silverlight. Click the Install Microsoft Silverlight button to
begin the install.
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Appendix
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Optional: deploy desktop image using USB or thumb
drive
(This section is optional and only needed if not using the primary, PXE Boot Install Instructions).
In Windows Deployment Services console on CIE-SRV-01, right click CIE-Windows 7 under Install Images > CIE Windows 7
Group and select Export Image.

Specify the location and name of image (e.g. CIE Windows 7. WIM).
Note: The following steps can be performed on any machine with the Microsoft WAIK installed. You will however, need
the .wim file that was exported in the previous step.

Right-click the Windows PE Tools Command Prompt and select Run as administrator. Start > All Programs > Microsoft
WAIK.
The copype.cmd script copies the files that are required to create a bootable Windows PE RAM disk. It creates a working
directory that includes a base Windows PE image file called winpe.wim. The script also creates an iso directory that you use
when you create the bootable UFD. The script requires two arguments: <arch> and <destination>, where <arch> can be
x86, amd64, or ia64 and <destination> is a path to local directory.
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In this example, we specify x86 architecture (32-bit) and the path to a local directory on which to store the files, C:\PEBuild
Type copype.cmd x86 C:\winpe_x86

In the Deployment Tools Command Prompt window, type the following:
copy C:\PEBuild\winpe.wim C:\PEBuild\ISO\sources\boot.wim
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In the Deployment Tools Command Prompt window, type the following:
copy "C:\Program Files\Windows AIK\Tools\x86\ImageX.exe" C:\PEBuild\ISO\

From the Windows PE Tools Command Prompt type the following.
Diskpart
List disk
Important Note: Be sure of the disk you select. If you run the following commands and select the wrong disk, you
will wipe out your entire drive by mistake.

In the above example, the USB drive is Disk 1
Now that you have the USB Disk number, proceed with the following commands to format the USB drive.
Select disk 1
Clean
Create partition
Select partition 1
Active
Format fs=NTFS
Assign
Exit
In the Deployment Tools Command Prompt window, type the following:
xcopy /s C:\PEBuild\iso\*.* H:\
where H is the drive letter of the USB Key
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This copies all the content in the \iso directory onto the USB device.

Copy the WIM file you export earlier to the root of the USB drive (e.g. CIE Windows 7.wim)
Boot from the USB drive.
You will need to set your BIOS options to allow your PC to boot from the USB drive. Please consult your device manual for
specific instructions.
From the command prompt, type the following to format the drive and prepare for image deployment.
Diskpart
Select disk 0
Clean
Create partition primary
Select partition 1
Active
Format quick
Assign
Exit
Now you will need to copy the .wim file from the USB drive.
Note: Drive letter and image name may differ in your environment. For this example drive D: is the DVD and CIE Windows
7. WIM is the wim image exported from WDS.

Copy D:\CIE Windows 7. WIM
C: Imagex /apply C:\ CIE Windows 7. WIM 1 c:
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Optional: exporting each of the virtual machines
This is only required if using Windows Server 2008 (non R2) Hyper-V deployments, as Hyper-V in Windows Server 2008
does not provide the ability to copy the VMs during import, as shown in the screen below.

In order to keep a pristine copy of VMs of your Hyper-V server we must first export each of the VMs which were just
imported into the Hyper-V Manager. We will use this exported set of VMs to restore the CIE platform after a session has
been delivered to an audience.
In the Hyper-V Manager select the VM and click on Export from the Actions menu options below specific to the VM. Click
Browse to find a safe location on the server where you can save each of the CIE-SRV-0x VM. The entire platform will
consume ~100 GB of drive space on the host server.
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System accounts and passwords
Windows Client Desktop Images (Local Administrator)
User:

.\CIE

Password: ms
SharePoint Server
User:

Administrator

Password: pass@word1
Domain Administrator
User:

Administrator

Password:

pass@word1
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Hardware recommendations
The base server requirements consist of a preconfigured server with a single Quad-core processor @ 2.33Ghz, plus - 2x72GB
SAS drives for the O/S partition and 2x146GB SAS drives for the data (VM) partition and 4x4GB DIMMs.

Server Processor & Memory
Processor type Intel® Xeon® 5400 series / Intel® Xeon® 5300 series / Intel® Xeon® 5200 series / Intel® Xeon® 5100
series / Processor cores
Dual and Quad / Processor cache
12MB Level 2 cache (Intel® Xeon® 5400 series)
8MB Level 2 cache (Intel® Xeon® 5300 series)
6MB Level 2 cache (Intel® Xeon® 5200 series)
4MB Level 2 cache (Intel® Xeon® 5100 series)
FSB

1333 MHz

Memory type

PC2-5300 DDR2

Recommended 32GB
memory
Min memory

24GB

Memory
protection

Online Spare; Mirrored Memory; Advanced EFF

Storage type

Hot plug SFF SAS / Hot plug SFF SATA / Hot plug 3.5-inch SAS / Hot plug 3.5-inch SATA

Max internal
drives

8

Storage
controller

E200i/64MB on Entry Models and E200i/128MB on Base Models

Client Minimum Specifications
Operating
system

Genuine Windows 7® Enterprise

Processors
available

Intel® Core™ 2 Duo Processor P8400 (2.26 GHz, 3 MB L2 cache, 1066 MHz FSB) / Intel® Core™ 2 Duo
Processor T5870 (2.00 GHz, 2 MB L2 cache, 800 MHz FSB) / Intel® Core™ 2 Duo Processor T5670 (1.80 GHz,
2 MB L2 cache, 800 MHz FSB)

Chipset

Mobile Intel® GM45 Express Chipset ICH9M-Enhanced / Mobile Intel® PM45 Express Chipset ICH9MEnhanced

Memory

2 GB 800 MHz DDR2 SDRAM / 4 GB 800 MHz DDR2 SDRAM

Hard drive

120 GB 5400 rpm SATA II / 160 GB 5400 rpm SATA II / 250 GB 5400 rpm SATA II

Optical
Drives

DVD-RW/CD combo
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Graphics and Input / Output devices
Display size

WXGA

Graphics

ATI Mobility Radeon HD / Mobile Intel® GMA / Microsoft DirectX 10 and 10.1 capable

Integrated camera Optional VGA webcam

Audio, Slots, and Ports
USB

2 USB 2.0

Audio

Integrated stereo speakers; Integrated microphone / Stereo headphone / line out / Stereo microphone in

Communication features
Network interface Ethernet (10/100/1000 NIC)
Wireless

Intel 802.11a/b/g draft-n; Broadcom 802.11a/b/g/draft-n

Accessories
Macro Webcam IPEVO Point 2 View USB Document Camera 1
www.ipevo.com/p2v/
(for use in sessions with single WP7)
Projector

1

ViewSonic PJD6531w

UC Devices:
Common Area Phone optimized for use with Lync Server 2010
Polycom CX500
http://www.polycom.com/global/documents/products/voice/datasheets/c
x500-datasheet.pdf

2

Desktop Phone optimized for use with Lync Server 2010
Polycom CX600
http://www.polycom.com/global/documents/products/voice/datasheets/c
x600-datasheet.pdf

2

Webcam

MS - Worklink - LifeCam VX-3000
Web Camera

8 to 10

RoundTable

RoundTable (Microsoft internal Only)

1

Wired headsets

Jabra

10

Peripherals:
Ethernet cables

25

Power cords

3

Extension cord

1

Switch

1

16-port switch

Hardware carrying cases www.CustomCases.com
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Questions & support
General questions about CIE:
Contact thecie@microsoft.com
Technical questions around CIE
Contact cietech@microsoft.com
Visit http://cie/ (internally within Microsoft) or visit http://www.MicrosoftCIE.com/
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